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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation concerns the constructionof an instrument 

which is capable of determining the reflectance of a surface when 

that surface is irradiated with infrared radiation, and the deter

·mination of the type and magnitude of the errors involved in the 

.measured characteristic. The instrument chosen to achieve this 

purpose was a sulfur-coated, integrating sphere reflectometer. 

The determination of the quantity and quality of the errors involved 

was achieved through a combination of theoretical and experimental 

considerations. 

The practical, as opposed to academic, need for infrared re-

flectance.information was greatly enhanced by the advent of the 

space age, an event which produced many new engineering problems and 

requirements. Many of the problems were known to exist before the 

launching of the first satellite, but had been ignored completely, 

or were considered to be negligible. In a space environment, many 

of these problems assumed a degree of importance which precluded 

their neglect. 

One such problem which increased greatly in importance when 

considered against an "outer spaceu background was that of heat 

transfer by radiation. In an atmospheric environment, where heat 

1 



transfer by conduction and convection can occur, the heat transfer 

by radiation by all systems but those at high temperatures wa.s 

negligible. Certainly the radiative transfer by an object having 

a. satellite temperature in an atmospheric environment could, in 

many instances, be considered to be negligible when compared to 

the conduction or convective transfer. Ina space environment, 

however, heat trans_fer by radiation must be considered, since con

duction and convection phenomena qo not occur. 

2 

In order to successfully predict the heat transfer by radiation 

to or from a. body in a space environment, the thermal :radiation 

properties 'of the body must be known. For an opaque body, the 

monochromatic reflectance plus the monochromatic a.bsorpta.nce equals 

unity, If the approximation is ma.de that the monochromatic emittance 

of the body equa.ls the monochromatic a.bsorptance, any one·of the 

three quantities is sufficient to define the radiative properties 

of the body. 

In determining any one of the quantities for a specific sur

face, much greater accuracy is attained when the quantity· is measured 

rather than calculated. This is due to the fa.ct that theoretical 

predictions a.re, for the most part, based on a. theoretically perfect 

surface- and. do not account for the characteristics of real surfaces. 

Some work on theoretical roughness is available, but to date no 

widespread applicationof this work has been made. 

A large a.mount of experimental data has been published giving 

either the reflectance or emittance of certain.materials, but the 

great majority of this information has been restri~ted to the 



visible a.nd near infra.red region of the electroma.gnetic spectrum, 

a.nd very little long wa.velength informa.tion is a.va.ilable. 

3 

The need for properties in the long wavelength region of the 

spectrum arises from the fa.ct tha.t a satellite a.bsorbs energy from 

the earth a.nd the atmosphere and emits energy a.t its own temperature, 

The wa.velength range of ra.diant energy emitted by the earth is 

approximately 3 to 30 microns, and by the atmosphere is a.pproxi

ma.tely 3.5 to 35 microns. An average spacecraft temperature of 

500°R might be expected. This tempera.ture corresponds to a. wave

length range of 3 to 30 microns. In order to calcula.te a meaning

ful energy ha.la.nee on the satellite, the thermal radiation pro

perties of the sa.tellite surface in this wa.velength ra.nge a.re requir

ed. 

In many respects, the reflecta.nce of a. surfa.ce is the least 

difficult of the three properties to mea.sure. In most reflectance 

-mea.surements, the effects of conduction and convection ca.n be ig

nored, but this is not the casein most emittance and absorpta.nce 

measurements. Therefore, the logical method for determining the 

thermal radiation properties in the long wavelength region of the 

electroma.gnetic spectrum appears to be the measurement of the 

reflecta.nce of a. surfa.ce. 

There are three different types of instruments genera.Uy utiliz

ed in determining the reflecta.nce of a. surface. There a.re advan

ta.ges a.nd disa.dva.nta.ges associated with ea.ch of the three types 

a.nd the relative-merits a.re debatable. 

One type of instrument is the hohlra.um, or hea.ted ca.vity, 
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reflectometer. The walls of a. 'cavity are maintained at a uniform 

temperature and a cooled sample, which may form part of the wall, 

is irra.dia.ted uniformly because the monochromatic. irradiation in a 

hohlra.um is constant. Thu~, the energy reflected through a small-

solid angle can be compared to the energy emitted by a section of: 

the wall, which is a mea.st1re of the energy uniformly incident on-

the sample over a hemisphere. This gives the fraction of incidenf 

energy that is reflected into the directions of measurement. Then-, 

through the principle 'of reciprocity, the fraction of energy which 

is reflect~d into the hemisphere a.hove the sample can be determined 

when the irradiating energy is incident through .some small angle in 

the directions of measuremen-t. 

The principle of reciprocity, first formulated by Helmholz (1),-' 

is generally accepted to mean that, when monochromatic energy is 

--rn-cident upon. a surface through a small solid angle and is reflected 

through a small solid angle, the di.rection of the reflected and 

incident energy ~ay be reversed, without additional losses in 

ener,.gy. 

The ma.in problems associated with the operation of the heated 

cavity reflectometer lie. in maintaining the cavity walls at a uni-

form temperatur~, since any variation from a true black-body cavity 

may result in la,rge errors. Of course the viewing aperture intro-

duces an error, but it will be found that all three basic reflecto-

.meters are subject to hole losses and hole errors. 

Gier, Dunkle, and Bevans (2) constructed a heated cavity 

r.ef.le.ct.ome.ter .c.apable ... of ... making. reflectance. measurements to a wave-



length of 15 microns, this limit being imposed by the NaCl prism in 

the monochromator. It would appear that the wavelength range is 

limited not by ~ny characteristic of the cavity itself but by the 
1. • • : .' ' 

attendant optics and instrumentation, and die ene!~y available for 

detection at long wavelengths. 

Another basic type of reflectometer is the hemispherical re-

flectometer. The application of this instrument is based on the 

concept of conjugate focal points about the center of curvature of 

the hemisphere. That is, if a sample and a detector are placed 

at the conjugate focal points of a hemisphere, the energy reflected 

by the sample will be directed to the detector. The image of the 

sample reflected by the hemisphere to th~ detector will be subject 

to spherical aberration, and a large error may be involved due to 

the aberration. Dunp. (3) has, to a great extent,· eliminated this 

type of error by utilizing an ellipsoid instead of a. hemisphere 

and placing the sample and the detector at conjugate focal points 
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along the major- axis. His instrument is included in the hemispherical 

class, even though no hemisphere is involved, because it is based 

on the same concept of conjugate focal points as the hemispherical 

reflectometero Another instrument in this class is the double 

parabaloid reflectometer. 

Janssen and Torburg (4) constructed a hemispherical reflecto= 

meter capable of measurements extending to 30 microns by using a 

cesium iodide prism. Since the hemisphere utilizes a highly polish-

ed inner surface, the small amount of energy available for detection 

in the long wavelength regions is not a critical problem, and, as in 



the case of the heated cavity reflectometer 1 the wavelength range of 

the instrument is limited 'by the supporting opticso 

The third type of reflectoxµeter is the integrating sphere 

reflectometer. The operation of this instrument is based on the 

6 

fact that~ if the walls are difft1se, the configuration factor between 

any pair of points withm a sphere is the same as l!i,ny other pair 

of points. The integrating sphere reflectometer is not subject to 

any ifilherent possibility of error, nor are there critical variables 

to be controlled if the walls are diffuse. Of course hole losses 

a~e present» as mentioned previously~ but the errors involved in 

the operation of the integratim1g sphere reflectometer are of a 

constant nature and canj therefore~ be estimated accurately before 

the instrument is operatedo 

The integrating sphere reflectometer has long been utilized 

in determining the spectral and total reflectance of surfaces in 

the wavelength region of 2.5 microns and lesso The upper limit of 

2o5 microns has been imposed by the reflectance of the magnesium 

oxide coating commonly used, which is seen in Figure (1) to decrease 

sharply at approximately 2.5 microns (5), 

Examination of the bl-ackbody radiation curves shown in Figure (2) 

revieals the fact thatll as the wavelengthincreases, the amount of 

energy available for detection within a given wavelength interval 

decreases greatlyo In order to adapt the traditional integrating 

sphere reflectometer to 1\0ug wavelength measurements~ the efficien~ 

cy of the sphere in utilizing the available energy must be increased 

and/or the sensitivity of the detector must be increasedo 
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Since any substa.ntial increase in the sensitivity of the detector 

would involve a costly and extensive experimental program1 it appear= 

ed logical to attempt to extend the useful range of the integrating 

sphere reflectomete:r by increasing its efficiency, As sho1vn later, 

the effi.ciency of a sphere is a function of its coating reflec~, 

tance and its radius, The successful extension of the range of the 

integrating sphere depends~ then, opon selecting a coating with 

high reflectance at wavelengths greater than the customary 2,5 

microns~ and a radius small enough to produce high sphere efficiency 

yet large enough to preclude unacceptable errorso 

It has been shown (6) that certain forms of sulfur have a 

high reflectance at wavelengths up to approximately 15 microns, 

Birkebak, et aL (7) :reported on an integrating sphere with a 7 

inch diameter, utilizing flowers of sulfur as a coating, used to 

measure the reflectance of a surface when the surface was d.iffusely 

irradiated, No mention was made of the reliability of the measure

ments obtained using this instrumenL 

The purpose of this imrestigation, then, was the critical analysis 

of the performance of an integrating sphere of small radius, utiliz

ing a mu-type sulfur as a coatingo The integrating sphere under 

consideration measures the reflectance of a surface when irradiat-

ed through some small solid angleo 



· CHAPTER II 

RISTORY·OF.THElNTEGBATING•SPHERE 

As stated previously, ·the. theory of. the int~gra.ting sphere is 

based on the fa.ct tha.t, if the walls a.re diffuse, the configuration 

factor between any pa.ir of points with~n -the ·sphere is ide~tica.1 to 

tha.t between any other pair.of points. This fa.ct wa.s first recog-

nized by Sumpner (8) in 1893 •. He developed a.n expression for the 

avera.ge illumina.tion at a point w~th~n a. 4iffuse sphere a.s a function 

· of direct a.nd reflected illumination •. Apparently he did· not recc:>gnize 

the utility of his. findings because he did· not use a. sphere· in. his 

succeeding works •. In· fa.ct, Sumpner hter-used a.hollow cyLinder in 

· an attempt to· determine. the spatial intensity o.f a. light source . 

. Ulbricht (9) was. the first to utilize. ·the characteristics of 

a. diffuse sphere •. In 1900, without knowledge of- Sumpner 8 s work, 

Ulbricht developed the same type of expressions, and constructed a 

spherical instrument to determine. the "mean spherica.l candlepower" 

of an incandescent lamp. Ulbricht'1 s use of a magnesium oxide coa.ted 

sphere as a, "globe phototnetern gave-rise to the term- 11Ulbricht sphere", 

. of which: most subseque1;1.t sphere re-flectom.eters a.re modifications • 

. W. F •. Little (110), in 1916, reported on a reflectance method ,,. 

which consisted of projecting abeam of light th-rough a small hole in 

the-wall of a sphere onto a test surface-which was placed near the 

10 



center of the sphere. The.brightness of an observation.window was 

compared to the brightness when a standard surface was placed in the 

sphere, the ratio of the two.brightness signals being accepted as the 

rqtio of the reflection factors of the two surfaces, where reflection 

factor is defined as the ratio of reflected to incident energy. 

Also in· 1916,. Rosa and Taylor (11) described a method of measuring 

the reflection factor of the surface of an integrating sphere. The 

. method consisted of determining the ratio of the average illumination 

received by the sphere surface to the total illumination of the 

sphere by both direct and reflected light, the ratio being the absorp

tion factor of the sphere·surface .. While Rosa and:Taylor considered 

their sphere method of determining the reflection factor of a sphere 

surface very precise, they recognized the fact that, because the 

method could only be applied to materials which could be formed into 

a sphere, its application was severly limited, 

. Luckiesh (12) described, in 1918, a reflectometer which utilized 

an opal glass sphere .. No integrating action was required of the 

sphere. It was used, instead, to provide diffuse illumination for 

the sample which was mounted in a cut-off section.of the sphere. 

The initial energy was provided by a series of lamps placed below the 

sample and outside the sphere, the lamps and the sphere.both having 

been placed inside a white box .. The combination supposedly provided 

diffuse irradiation of the sample, the reflectance of which was 

measured by a photometer which viewed the sample from the opposite 

side of the sphere. 

In 1920,. Benford (13) postulated that the brightness of the 
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interior of a spherical integrator depended upon three· factors:. the 

quantity of light received from the light source; the coefficient of 

reflection; and the solid angle of the spherical surface, if the int.e-

grator.was an . .incompletesphere. His absolute method for determining 

. the coe.fficient of diffuse reflection was based cm the last named 

. fa.ctor. _ That is, he proposed to arrive at two separate equa.tions 

relating. brightness to flux, re,flection coefficient, and solid ~.ngle by 

removing from the sphere wall two different areas •. Then, in his words, 

in the solution of these.two equationsall factors 
except the two.readings of comparative brightness, the solid 
angles corresponding to the. two brightness readings, and the 
unknown coefficient of reflection are eliminated 

The test equipment proposed by Benford consisted of a. sphere 

that had one or more.removable sections, leaving sections of known 

solid angle, and whose-interior surface was coated with the material 

to be tested. He did recognize the fact tha.t interreflections would 

occur, and developed his two equa.tions as two infinite series • 

. The test upon which Benford reported was the determination -of 

the coefficient of reflection of magnesium carbonate. _ He constructed 

a part-sphere of magnesium carbona.te. by ma.chin-ing concave surfaces 

in five blocks of the. material and arra.nging them in such a way that 

they formed five-sixths of a sphere •. He analyzed his· procedure for 

errors with respect to photometry and the size of-the areas removed 

and reached the conclusion that the. method 11may properly be called 

a precision method" . 

. Also in 1920,. Taylor (14) presented the dedgn for an absolute 

reflectometer, and developed a theory based on his design •. The 

reflectometer is shown schematically in Figure (3). In taylor's 



experimental instrument, c' 
' the portion of the sphere·which was 

cut off, was 10 per cent of the total sphere area. The hole was 

left open while.the sphere wall was irradiated. Then the sample 

to be tested, in the form of a plane surfacei, was placed over the 

13 

hole, and irradiated by the lamp. Then, by combining the brightness 

measurements in the two cases with a knowledge of the sphere geometry, 

the reflection factor of the.test surface could supposedly be deter-

mined. All errors in the measurements taken with the instrument were 

describecl as experimental errors; 

C 
O Lamp 

B 

C II Detector 
..... _~,., 

c' Test Surface 

Figure 3, - Schematic of Taylor Reflectometer 

In the same.year,. Taylor (15) also described a portable instru-

ment for the.measurement of absolute reflection and transmission 

factors, . It consisted of a 5 inch diameter spµn copper ball, coated 

with a diffusely reflecting white paint and having three openings. 

Into one opening was fitted the surface to be tested. A Macbeth 

illuminometer, or photometer,.was fitted into another opening 90° 

around the sphere from the .test surface, the· photometer opening 

being shielded from the test surface. by an opaque screen ... The 

. third opening was fitted with a lighting tube, which was a cylinder 

conta.in;i.ng a flashlight bulb and a series of. lenses. The lighting 



tube was used to introduce a narrow beam of light into the sphere, 

the light falling first on the. test .surface and then on a location 

on the wall which was not•screened from the photometer. The ratio 

of the photometer signal when the beam fell on the test surfac~ to 

14 

. tha.t when the beam fell on the sphere wall was, according to Taylor, 

the reflection facto;, 

Results obtained using the porte.ble instrument were given for 

several types of surfaces a.nd compared with· wha.t Taylor called a 

point-by-point method .. While the results of the two methods were not 

exa.ctly the same, Taylor considered them to be in perfect agreement 

and dismissed the differences a.s being due to 11experimenta.l errors", 

Taylor (16) later utilized a 4 inch diameter sphere with a 

magnesium oxide coating in determining the reflection of ultra.violet 

energy from surfaces. He incorporated a quartz monochromator into 

his apparatus, and pointed out that the same principals of the 

integrating sphere which apply to total reflectance also apply to 

monochromatic reflectan~eo 

Karrer (17) published a paper in 1921 in which he reviewed 

the methods and instruments used in measuring the reflection factor 

of surfaces, discussed the. use and theory of the Ulbric.ht sphere, 

and described a reflectometer which consisted of a.photometric 

sphere and a.Martens polarization photometero Except for the fact 

that the three openings in the sphere were located differently with 

respect to each other and a different type of photometer was used, 

Karrer's reflectometer was very similar to Taylor 0 s portable in= 

strument. In fact,. Karrer himself stated~ 
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The novelty in this suggestion lies not in the use of this 
particular photometer in the study of the transmission and 
reflection by bodies nor in the use of the sphere in this 
connection, but in the use of the sphere in a way that is in 
accord with the simple theory of the sphere, and that, in con
junction with a photometer euch as the Martens, allows an 
absolute determination of either the transmission or reflec
tion factor in one observation, 

The utility of Karrer's reflectometer was not in the sphere 

itself but in the polarization photometer. This enabled the operator 

to compare the brightness of the test surface to that of the sphere 

surface nearby with one observation and hence eliminated the need 

for rot~.ting the photometer in order to vi.ew the test surface and the 

sphere surface separately, 

In 1928, McNicholas (18) published a comprehensive paper con-

cerning absolute methods in reflectometry. He recognized the 

utility of Helmholtz' reciprocal relations aa applied to reflectance 

mea.surements, and presented expressions for the relationship between 

hemispherical reflectance under unidirectional irradiation and 

unidirect reflectance under hemispherical irradiation. 

McNicholas constructed and analyzed a sphere reflectometer, 

shown schematically in Figure (4)# It was designed to utilize. three 

sources, either separately or in combinations. The sample ·formed a 

part of the sphere wall, The directly irradiated portions of the 

sphere wall were ahielded from the sample by means of screens placed 

inside the sphere. The reference location was adjacent to the 

sample, and the reflectance of the sample was determined by viewing 

the sample and the reference location in turn. A disadvantage of 

the instrument was the inability to measure reflectance at more than 

one angle, The values yielded by McNicholas' sphere reflectometer 



Lamp 2 

----
Photometric - - -
Detector 

Figure 4. Schematic of McNicholas' 
Sphere Reflectometer 



differed by six per cent from those determined by a hemispherical 

reflectometer. He attributed the difference·in values to the 

departure of the sphere wall from a perfect diffuser and to the 

variation of the reflectance over different parts of the sphere. 

Despite the fact that McNicholas designed, constructed, and 

analyzed a sphere reflectometer, he obviously placed more faith·in 

the results obtained from a ·hemispherical reflectometer .. In com-

paring the measurements of the two types of reflectometers, he 

blamed the six p~r cent variation on incorrect conditions existing 

in the sphere. In fact, he seemed to favor the sphere more as a 

source of diffuse irradiation than as an integrating device,.and 

described an ~bsolute refl,ectometer in the following manner: 

An arrangement providing completely diffused illumination 
of known a.mount, with means for observing the brightness of 
the sample at any desired angle from the normal in one azimuth 
is, then, an absolute reflectometer of a most general type, 
depending on no theory whatever of the action of an integrat
ing de:vice. 

J 

Hardy and Pineo (19), in 1931, investigated the errors in re= 

17 

flection factors obtained from an integrating sphere due to the finite 

sizes of the holes and the s.ample. They analyzed the cases in 

which the sample and the standard alternately occupied the same open-

ing (substitution method) and in which both tq.e sa.mple and the 

standard were present at all times (simultaneous method). They 

reported that, while the error involved in the simultaneous method 

was of the order of 1 per cent, that of the substitution method 

could be as high as 25 per cent. 

In 1934, Benford. (20) reported on an improved version of his 

earlier part-sphere reflectom~ter. He claimed that his earlier model 
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was the only absolute reflectometer which had been introduced prior 

to 1934, and contended that his improved version was the first 

reflectometer applicable to surfaces which.were not completely 

diffuse. His newer model consisted of two blocks of magnesium 

carbonate into which had been bored hemispherical cavities. The 

tops of the two blocks had then been cut off to create apertures 

to accomodate the sample and admit the irradiating energy. An 

etched gla.ss window was placed over the sample aperture which 

sepa.ra.ted the sa.mple from the interior of the part~sphere. The 

purpose of the etched glass was to insure that a.11 of the reflected 

energy, including any specula.r component, wa, reflected diffusely. 

It was in this manner that the reflectometer was made a.pplica.ble 

to samples with both diffuse and specular reflects.nee components. 

Ben~ord, et al, (21) a.pp lied the part-sphere technique to the 

determina.tion of the spectral reflectance of magnesium carbonate and 

magnesium oxide in 1947. Their ,,results seemed fa.irly accura.te, but 
·,, 

they reported great difficulty in forming the test materials into 

spherical parts. 

Finklestein (22), i.n 1950, designed and built an integrating 

sphere for ultraviolet reflectance measurements. His integrating 

sphere was not unique, but he did analyze the sphere and determined 

a sphere efficiency. He defined the efficiency as the ratio of the 

light flux absorbed by the photomultiplier detector to the light 

flux reflected by the sample. Using magnesium oxide as a sphere 

coating, withBenford's value of magnesium oxide reflectance, and 

magnesium oxide as the sample, he caiculated the efficiency of a 



five-inch sphere to be 4 per cent in the ultraviolet region. His 

prediction that sphere efficiency decreases with increasing sphere 

radius was substantiated by later investi~ators. 
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Middleton and Sanders (23) performed what has come to be accept

ed as the most accurate measurements of the spectral reflectance of 

magnesium oxide using an integrating sphere reflectometer. They 

used a 10 centimeter diameter sph~re composed of two silver-plated 

brass castings with an auto lamp for a source. They analyzed the 

sphere·performance anddet~rmined an expression for the error in

volved in the measurements •. As a resµlt of their analysis, Middle ... 

t;on andSanders estimated the-reflectance-values obtained to be 

accurate to+ 0.002. 

Jacquez and. Kuppenheim (24) made an important contribution to 

the study of integrating spheres in 1954 .. They presented the theory 

of the integrating sphere based on the solution, using the Hilbert

Schmidt theory, of the integral equation for multiple reflections 

in a cavity. They developed.relations for the efficiency and the 

error of an integrating sphere as functions of sphere openings, 

sphere-radius, and average wall reflectance .. They were able to show 

conclusively that the efficiency and the error increase as the sphere 

radius decreases . 

. Tingwaldt (25) constructed a sphere reflectometer which de

parted radically from prior sphere reflectometers in that he utiliz

ed white·zinc as a wall coating and he placed the source-inside the 

sphere, The sphere reflectometer is shown schematically in Figure 

(5). . The sample was prevented from receiving direct irradiation 
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from the source by placing it parallel to the·longitudina.l a.xis 

of the source, a.nd by shielding it with a. screen. He utilized a.n 

optical pyrometer with calibrated filters a.s a. detector and, by 
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the proper choice of filters, could determine monochromatic 

characteristics. . The sample could be rota.ted to provide angular 

distribution measurements. Because the source was inside the sphere, 

the walls were not uniformily irradiated. This would seem to be a.n 

inherent source of error. 

In· 1955,. Tellex and Waldron (Z6) rep_orted on a sphere. re

flectometer used to determine the·reflectance of magnesium oxide. 

The sphere was made of glass, and, since.the reflectance of the 

magnesium oxide was determined as a function of its thickness, th,e 

sample was the wall coating. 

Toporets (27) modified the integrating sphere to provide 

diffuse reflectance mec;1surements from surfaces which were diffusely 

irradiated. He mo1,mted the sample parallel to the direction of in

cident energy, as shown schematically in, Figure (6 ), and placed a 

milk glass window over the entrance opening. The milk glass window 

supposedly caused the interior of the sphere to be diffusely irradiat

ed and it, in turn, reflected the incident energy in a diffuse manner . 

. Since the sample surface was parallel to the incident beam, it was 

impossible for the surface to.receive energy directly from the milk 

glass window. The sphere, which was coated with barium sulfate, 

was constructed to allow the sample to be·withdrawn from the·"line 

of sight" of the detector so that the wc;1.ll could be viewed to 

provide a.measure of the incident energy. The sphere was rotated 
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about the horizontal sample to measure the angular distribution of 

the refl~cted energy. 

_ Edwards, et al, (28) constructed and analyzed an integrating 

sphere reflectometer to measure the reflectance of imperfectly 

diffuse samples. Their instrument, which utilized a centered 

2.3 

sample and a 16 inch diameter magnesium oxide coated aluminum sphere, 

gave results which had a reported ~ccuracy of+ 0.015 for both 

absolute and relative measurements • 

. Fussell, et al, (29) designed and constructed a portable 

integrating sphere.reflectometer. The instrument consisted of a 

6 inch aluminum sphere with a coating of barium sulfate powder and 

a. photomultiplier detector. The barium sulfate powder was chosen 

in preference to magnesium oxide because of its greater durability. 

The maximum absolute error in their mea.surements was estimated to 

be 7.2 per cent. 

Brandenberg (30) used a magnesium oxide coated sphere as a 

hemispherical source of uniform brightness as well as a reference 

in determining the reflectivity of solids when irradiated at graz

ing angles of incidence. His experimental values differed from 

theoretical values for various samples by 5 per cent. 

In 1966, Zerlaut and K.rupnick (31) reported on ~n integr~ting 

sphere reflectometer for the determination of the absolute hemi

spherical spectral re:lilectance of a surfac.e. _ Their instrument, which 

utilized a magnesium oxide coated sphere, was not unique in its 

design, but rather in its operation .. By applying a mathematical 

procedure described in the report, the abs~lute reflectance of the 
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sphere wall itself could be determined •. This was a point which had 

in the past been i$Ilored, the wall reflectance being accepted as that 

value assigned to the coating material by other measur.ements •. Also, 

a procedure was described whereby the absolute reflectance of a 

standard could be determine-d •. This knowledge, along with the· knowl

edge of the wall reflectance and sphere geometry, supl>osedly made 

it possible to determine with great accuracy the ma~itude of the· 

error in both absolute and.relative measurements. 



CHAPTER III 

'THEORY OF THE. INTEGRATING SPHERE 

Basis for Integrating Sphere Theory 

As stated previously 9 the theory of the integrating sphere 

is based upon the fact that& within a. diffuse sphere. the config= 

uration factor, between any pair of points on the sphere wall is 

the same as any other pa.ir .. This fact can be proved quite easily 

using geometry and the definition of configuration factor. 

Consider li'igure (7) 9 whiL:J:1 is a two-dimensional representation 

of a sphere having diffuse walls. It is desired to determine the 

· configura.tion factor between the element.al area d,i\ and any arbi= 

trary elemental area d~. 

The total energy lea.ving dA1 in all directions is 

. The energy which leaves dA1 and is incident on d~ is 

I, cose1 co.s62 dA1 dA,/ R,! 
where· 1 1 is the intensity of the energy leaving dA:i." R1.2 is the 

line joining dA1. and dA; 9 and Eh. and .Sa are the angles between 

Ri:a and the normals to dA1 an~ aAa, respectively. 

( 1 ) 

( 2 . ) 

The configuration factor between two surfaces 1 and 2 is de= 

fined as the fraction of the total energy leaving a diffuse surface 
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1 which is directly incident on surfa.ce 2 •. Elemental area, dA1 is 

a diffuse surface by the·original assumption that the walls of the 

sphere were diffuse. From Equations ( 1 .. ) and ( 2 ) , the fra.ction 

of energy leaving cl.Ai which reaches dlta directly can be determined. 
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= I, eos &, CtJS 0,. d A.1 d A , 
·,r I, dA1 ~ .. 

( 3 ) 

-- co~ 9, eos 8, dAa. 
,r R,~ 

But, from the geomet.ry of the sphere~ it is seen that 91 and. 98 

. are equal. Therefore, 

= eos29dA,. 
lT R,i 

< A > 

(.5) 

. If a perpendicular is erected at the midpoint of Ria~ it will 

intersect the center of the sphere, forming·two right triangles, as 

shown in Figure (7). Using one of the right triangles, the following 

relationship can be derived: 

eosS ( 6 ) 

( 7 ) 

( 8 ) 

Hence, 

( 9 ) 

Since the areas~ and dA; were arbitrarily chosen, the con= 

figuration factor,Fbetween them will be the same as that 1::ietween 



any other locations whose areas equal dA1 and dA;. 

Simplified 'Iheory of the·Integrating Sphere 

. Figures (8) and (9) show schematically the two operations 

involved in determining the absolute reflectance of a sample, . In 

Figure (8) 9 a collimated monochromatic beam of energy is directed 

onto the sphere wall, . The incident energy is reflected from the 

sphere wa;ll, a part of it being reflected directly to the detector, 

and the remainder being reflected to the rest of the sphere. In 
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the simplified theory~ the assumptions are made that the sphere walls 

are completely diffuse 9 interior parts do not effect the interre.flec

tions within the sphere~ and that no energy is lost through the 

entrance port. At ea.ch reflection from the wa.11 9 a fra.ction of the 

energy will rea.ch the detector directly and the remainder will be 

reflected to other portions of the sphere walls where further inter

reflections will occur. As a. result of the energy bein~ reflected 

to the detectc:>r 9 the detector will produce a signa.l which will be 

proportional to the i.ntegra.l,. over that portion e>f the wa.11 which 

the detector views, of the energy which, in turn, will be a measure 

of the energy associated with the incident beam" 

Figure (9) shows schematically the same arrangement as 

Figure (8), with the exception that the sample is in place. In 

this case, the monochromatic beam strikes the sample rather than 

the sphere wall. A portion of the incident energy is absorbed and 

the remainder is reflected onto.the sphere wall. Here again the 

assumption is made.that the sphere functions as a perfect reflecto-



Figure 8. Interreflections Within Integrating 
Sphere (Sample Not Present) 

. Figure 9. Interreflections Within Integrating 
Sphere (Sample Present) 
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·meter; i. e., no phenomena occur which w:ill result in an erroneous 

detector signal. In reality, several error-producing phenomena occur, 

but these will be covered later in an error analysis. 

Of the energy reflected by the sample to the wall, part is 

reflected from the wall to the detector and the remainder is re-

fleeted to other portions of the wall where further interreflec= 

tions occur. Again, the detector will yield an integrated signal 

which will be some fraction of.the first signal, the fraction being 

equal to the reflectance of the sample. 

The operations may. be expressed by the mathematical relations-

ship& given below .. When the monochromatic beam is incident on the 

sphere wall, the detector will yield a signal S1 . 

( 10) 

where K(q,d,ed) is the sensitivity of the detector, ed is the polar 

angle between the detector area dAd normal and.Rwd'. ~dis the line 

of sight between dAd and dA, e is the polar angle between the source 
w· w 

area dA normal and Rwd' and· I (rn ,9.) is the intensity of the source 
W WYW W 

area. 

If the detector is not angularly sensitive, and the wall is 

diffuse,. K can be removed from the integral, and I (rn ,9 ) can be w i-w w 

written as Iw. As shown previously, cos9dcos9w/R!d = l/4Ra. Then, 

s I 
If Ad is suf£iciently small s.o that Iw is effected only neg

ligibly by interreflections from Ad, 

( ll ) 



s. : 
But, for a diffuse surface, 

where J is the re.diosity of the wall. Hence, 
w 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

lf the incident 'beam has associated with it a power of P watts, 

the ra.diosity of the wall is related to this power by the following 

rele,tionship. 

-- (15) 

where. p is the reflecta.nce of the wa,11 to direct irradiation, and 

l)" is the average reflectance of the entire sphere, 

The first term on the right=hand side of Equation (15) re~ 

· presents the energy associated with the first reflec,ti.on from the 

wa.11, Because the·wall is diffuse, the initially=reflected energy 

irradiates uniformily every other part of the sphere wall .. The sec= 

ond term in the equation represents reflection of the initially= 

reflected energy, and the third term represents reflection of the 

twice-reflected energy .. The process of int.erreflection is repeated 

an infinite n~ber of times, the auiount of energy reflected each 

time being equal to 1S times the amount reflected on the previous 

reflection .. This is illustrated by the infinite seri.es in Equation 



., 
·' 

( 15). 

After factoring out PQ from the right-hand side of Equation 

· ( 15), the power series remaining can be written as 

(I . - - 2 - 3 ) I 1-J / J 0 +p+f>t-f+··· =, - ) f '. 
-F 

·· Equation ( 15. ) can then. be written aa 

~ Jw dAw 
Aw 

-- p -~ ,_,, 
It follows, then, that Equation ( 14) can be written as 

S1 = ·KAo. P (t:_) 
4TI"R" ~1-f 
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(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

. For the case in which t~e sample is in place ,rid is irradiated 
I 
\ 

by the same monochromatic beam with power P, the radiosity of the 

wall is due entirely to the energy reflected from the sample •. That 

is, 

• • 

Hence, 

where.;9 is the spectral reflectance of the sample andBquation 

( 18 ) becomes 

Si = KAI P ~ (·_ .. t' ) 
. in R,.r·s I - f 

!he ratio of the two signals,.S1 and S8 , gives 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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or, 

·- ~ (23) 

If a comparative, or relative, spectral reflectance measurement 

is desired, a standard of known spectral reflectance can be installed 

in place of the sample, in which case·lquation (18) becomes 

s., KAd P" ( P ) 
4n- R' 1st ·1-p 

(24) 

and a ratio of s2 to s3. yields 

-- (25). 

where Pst repreeents the spectral reflectance of the standard • 

. Theory of Ef fici~ncy and Error 

The efficiency of a sphere may be defined as the ability of 

a real sphere to collect and measure incident energy when compared 

to an ideal sphere. The geometry and coating of an integrating sphere 

.have been shown to have a definite effect upon both the efficiency 

and the error involved in the measurements. Jacquez and Kuppen-

heim (24·) have fob,Dlllated the general theory of the integrating 

sphere as an integral equation,. solved the equation for_·3;J.· few cases, 

and detennined a relationship between efficiency, error~ and sphere 

geometry and coating •. Although their solutions were for an integrat-

ing sphere in which the sample formed part of the sphere wall, and 

a standard ,was used toprovi-derelative measurements, the principles 

involved are applicable.to an integrating sphere utilizing a centered 

i 
/ 
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sample. 

Assuming that the sphere· walls and sample· re-fleet diffusely 

and that the incident beam is controlled such tha.t it falls only 

upon the sample, Jacquez and.Kuppenheim calculated that the measure-

ment obtained would be, with the sample in place, 

..... - p b;5 
fs r- (pd15)- (~ C/5) 

a.nd, with the sample replaced by the standard, 

Bst ::: P fst b Is 
I - (f~) - (fst~) 

where B and B t represent responses of the measuring device,.P s 8 

(26) 

(27) 

is the incident flux, Ps and Pst are. respectiveJ.y the reflect;ances of 

the sample: and the standard, a is the _s_phe;ric:al ,area -0£ the. 

entrancepoft, pis.the reflectance of the sphere wall, bis.the 

spherical area of the detector port, Sis the area of the sphere, 

and d = S - a - b d c. 

The ratio of the two measurements is 

Bs 
Bst 

:: fi ·[I - (fst-fs)C/5 1 
fit '-(f%)-((: ~)] 

(28) 

. In Equation ( ,26), the term· l.'ps is the flux initially reflected 

from the sampl~, and the. term (b./S)/[l - (pd/S) - <isc/S)J may be 

considered the efficiency of the· sphere since the energy measured is 

less by this factor than the energy' r,eflected from the sample. 

In·· Equ~tion (28 ) , the factor 

( fst - fs) C/5 
1-(fo/s)-(fs %) 

. -- £ ) .(29) 



where e is the error involved in measuring p /pt· s s 

Substituting in the expression for the efficiency the value 

of d yields 

11 ::. 'b/5 
I -f +f(o/.s) +e(bh) +(e-a)o/s 

The dependence of the sphere efficiency on the entrance port 

area, detector port area, sphere radius, and wall reflectance may 
}~ . ; 
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(30) 

(31) 

be detemined by taking partial derivatives of tbe ·efficiency vi.th 
. l. . . 

respect to each,. while holding. the other quantities· constant. 

bY[l = .· . -·e(b/s) 
to<%) [' - f' 1-e(~ + rC%)+ Ir~) c Is Y . (32) 

d'Yl/a(o.~) < 0 (33) 

d"'l_ /. : I'- p t p ( %) i- l p- ~ 2 C/5 . 

/c)(%) ['-e+e(%)+ f(~+<e-r.)Ch r · (34) 

aryd(bfs) > 0 (35) 

(36) 
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0 (37) 

(38) 

[1 -f (S-a5b-c) - ~ C/s Jz 
a'V1 I > o 
'l; 0 f 

(39) 

From the sign of the partial derivatives of the efficiency 

with respect to the four quantities, it is evident that the efficiency 

of the sphere increases as the detector area and reflectance increase 

and the entrance area and sphere radius decrease. 

From Equation (29) 

S(1-p) +f(a+b) +c.(p-Fs J 
The effect of the sphere radius on the error may be determined 

by taking the partial derivative of the error with respect to the 

sphere area. 

[5 ( I - f) + t° (a+ b) + C ( f -(1) ] .:2 

a~~s < o 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

From Equations (41) and (42), it is seen that the error asso-

ciated with the sp~ere decreases as the sphere radius increases. 

Since it was previously shown that the efficiency of the sphere 

decreases as the radius increases, any sphere radius chosen must 

represent a compromise between efficiency and error for the given 
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sphere. This compromise is especially critical when the reflecto

meter is designed for long; wavelength measurements due to the small 

amount of energy available for detection in this region. Optimiza

tion of the ra.dius will be dictated by ~he amount of energy available 

for detection. That is, the optimum sphere radius is the largest 

radius which permits the sphere to collect and measure the available 

energy. This radius will result in the smallest error for the 

spectral region of interest. 

Type of Reflectance to be Measured 

Reflectance is generally accepted as being equal to the ratio 

of tpe energy reflected from a unit area of a surface to the energy 

incident upon the.same unit area qf surface. Such a broad concept, 

however, precludes the communication of useful information concerning 

the characteristics of the surface. To provide useful information, 

t.he reflectance of the surface should be given in terms of the 

manner in which the energy is incident upon the surface, the manner 

in which the energy is reflected from the surface, the spectral 

distribution of both, and the properties of the surface itself, 

A great deal of discussion has taken place concerning the 

proper use of the terms 11reflectance 11 and "reflectivity". Worthing 

(32) h•s suggested that the term reflectance be reserved for a 

.property of a system while reflectivity be applied to a clean, 

optically smooth surface of a system. Wiebelt (33) used the term 

reflectance to indicate a characteristic of a real surface and, as 

such, it was a function of the surface roughness, presence or absence 



of foreign materials, and other characteriatict of a real surface. 

Harrison (34), by way of further explanations, advised the use of 

reflectivity for a material and reflectance for a specimen. Since 

the integrating sphere reflectometer measures the reflecting charac-

teristics of a specimen, the term reflectance _will be used hence-

forth in this di11e~tation. 

In attempting to satisfy the desire and the need for useful 

information, several different types of reflectance& have been de-

fined, differing by the manner in which the surface is irra.diated 

and .the .manner in which the reflected energy is collected a.nd measur-

ed. Dunn (3) has defined seven different types of reflectance. 

).fcNicholas (18) described the reflected energy in terms of "apparent 

reflectances" which were defined as the ratio of reflected energy 

to the energy incident from a source whose intensitv was replaced 

by a uniform intensity extending over the entire hemisphere. He 

defined different types depending upon whether the incident energy 

was unidirectional, diffuse, or originated from a large extended 

source, which would be neither unidirectional nor diffuse irradia-

tion. 

The type of reflectance for which the integrating sphere 

reflectometer presently under investigation is best suited is 

defined by Wiebelt (33) as the directional monochromatic reflectance 

i:,A (q>,0) which is described as the ratio of the energy reflec,t~d in .... 

any direction from the surface to the energy incident on the surface 

(43) 
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Where <,',9') and c,,,, ar~ the direction• of the reflected and the 

incident energy, respectively., I~ a~ I~ are the: functional distribu•u 

tion -of monochroma.Uc -int~nsity o, refl~c~~d .. and incident energy,· 
I 

reapect~vely, and dw' and &I are solid ,nil•• ••sociated with the 
· · · . ·I · · :: : :. : . .i . 

reflected.and·incident energy, res,ectivel,-. If theinci4ent solid 
I I ' • ' 

angle is ~11, Equation (43) 1,e~a,ae• 

. fl. ( ip, e> = S11 L, (cl>: e') COS ~' d"'' 
, . 111 ( Q>,9) COS <i> AW 

(44) 

McNichola~ applied Be1mholz 0~!l'eciprocity "i:elation;·~~·~rrive 
i ' . 

at a relationship between the case of irradiation at angle (9,,> 

and hemispherical reflection, and .the case of hemispherical irradia

tion and reflection at au angle (9;,q,). He applied Helmholz' s 
I 

relatioii t:o Figure (lp), and sho,,e~ that the.elementary b'eams are 

reversible with regard·· to both direc·tion and ang\ilar flux density, 
. . i . . . . 

where the angular flux. density in a specified direction frOllla 81'111111 

emitt:i:ng surface of intensity I i·s equal to I multiplied by the 

projected area o·f the surface in the· direction considered. If I 0 
,. ' : . • I . 

is the inte~sity of the reflected energy, 

(45) 

where the subscripts indicate the- direction-of irradiation. 
I 

!o'.'.ultiply-

ing both aides of Equation (45) by ff/Idm, 

Tr I~+ Ce; tP) 
I co$e diAl --

I 

1T le'ct( (0, 4,) 
J· cos e' cJ1» 

(46) 

The denominators on each side oi this equat~on expreas the· 

irradiation of the sample in the direct and reciprocal uses, reapec-

I 
j 
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Figure 10. Irradiation andRefl~ction Through 
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tively. McNic:hola.s defined an equivalent-hemisphere intensity I 
0 

by the relationship 

I 0 

and an app.arent reflectance as 

--

I Cose dw 
Tr 

r'(e,'ct/J 
I 0 

The apparent reflectance is the reflectance that the sample would 

have if it was a. perfect diffuser. 

Applying these relationships to Equation (46) yields 

and hence 
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(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

where the subscript u denotes unidirectional irradiation, the first 

pair of angles indicates the direction of incidence, and the second 

pair denotes the direction- of observc;ttion. Thus, the apparent re-

flectance in the direction (9',cp') for unidirectional irradiation 

in the direction (9,cp) equals the apparent reflectance in the 

direction (9,~) for unidirectional irradiation in the direction 

(9',~'). By integrating over the proper pairs of angles, it was 

shown.that 

· or 

/Au ( e) cf> i e: cl>') cos ed1,u ~ 
Jcos e dw 

(51) 
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I I -- A0 <a, q>J (52) 

where the subscript D indicates completely diffused irradiation, 

and where ~he quantity on the le~t side of the equal sign is the 

reftectance for unidirectional irradiation. That ta, the apparent 

reflectance for diffuse irracU~tion ts equal to the reflectance 

for unidirectional irradiation when the direction of obaervation 

fo'r the apparent reflectance 1111asurement.equals the direction of 

incidence for the reflectance measurement. This relationship is 

illustrated in Figure (11). 

the utility of the relationship with regard to the reflectOQleter 

under consideration lies in the fact that one 111easure$ent can deter-

~ine tvo reflectance characteristics of a surface. That is, a sample 

can be irradiated at some angle (8,~) by a known amount of energy, 

and the amount of energy reflected in alLdi.rections can be deter• 

mined .. The ratio of these two qmintities is Ru (9 ,~). But because 

of the ·-1,a,ra of reciprocity, by knoWing ~ (9 ,cp) , the -reflectance of 

the·a:urfac,, if it waa a diffuse reflector, would be known for diffuse 

irr•diadon. 

A slight ,11:aodification of the reflectometer would permit the 

diffuse directional monochromatic reflectance to be •aaured where 

p~'-is defined •• 

. (53) 

1T I~o 
and n1>i.o indicates 4f.ffuse irradia.tion. Simply atated,. Pw. (cp' ,9 •) 
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Figure 11. Representation of Apparent•Reflectance for Diffuse Irradiation 
.And Reflectance for Unidirectional Irradiation 
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is the ratio of the energy reflected in the wavelength band between 

A. and A. + dA. over the solid angle w in the direction (q>' , 0 1 ) to the 

diffuse incident energy. 

The sample could :be diffusely ir~adiated by direc~ing the 

incident be8.tll upon the sphere wall. If the detector was placed so 

that it viewed only the sample when the sample was in place, the 

ratio of the signal produced when the sample was·tn·place.to the 

signal produc::ed when the sample was not in place would be the 
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diffuse directional monochromatic reflectance. As previously related, 

integrating sphere reflec:tometers have been so utilhed many times. 

It is evident that, for a perfectly diffuse sample, the apparent 

reflectance fof diffuse -irradiation and the diffuse directional 

reflectance are identical. 

Since surfaces are neither compietely specular nor completely 

diffuse 9 the reflectan'e'e·:·:of' every SQrface is a combination of 

diffuse and specular components, and a kno1'ledge of the relative 

magnitudes of the two components is often useful. This is partic

ularly true when a surface approximates either a specular or a 

diffuse surface, since-the other component gives an indication of 

the magnitude of the error which might be involved in assuming the 

surface to be completely of one type. 

For surfaces which do not exhibit off-specular peaks, the total 

reflectance of a sample-is the sum of the diffuse component and the 

specular component. The reflectometer beins considered is capable 

of determining both of these components by measuring the total 

reflectance and one of the components. That ia, by measuring the 
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total monochromatic directional reflect~ce of a surface and the 

diffuse component of this reflectance, the specular component can 

be determined simply by subtracting the two. The diffuse component 

is determined by 1'18king the polar and azimuthal angles of incidence 

to the sample equal to zero. The energy which is specularly reflect-

ed from the sample then passes back out the entrance port, leaving 

only the diffuse component of reflected energy to be measured, 

The diffuse component, as used in the p,revil)US paragraph, 

should be recognized as a very genera.I term refering to all reflected 

energy with the exception of that which is reflected in a specular 

manner~ The monochromatic specular directional reflectance pA(~,9) 

specular may be defined as 

J.IAl, I; ( cp> e + 1 so•) c os··'P d(.c)' 
· JACl)IA ('P,S)cos,</) d IA) 

where 'Aw = t\11,1 9 • The diffuse component may be defined by 

P (4> e) "' J:1.1 (<I>; s, CJ>s 4,'cl,.i'_ P (,J. e\ 
\J\ 1 'DIFFcJS£ - (' ,I. ~d \~ 'P, ~,u1.AA 

Ja,].>-.('f'J e)cos'1' Ill ' 

(54) 

(55) 

The specular and diffuse components of the monochromatic directional 

re.flectance are shown in Figure (12). 

Thus it is evident that the integrating sphere refiectometer 

investigated in this dissertation·. is able to measure, except as 

noted previously, the total monochromatic directional reflectance, 

and the diffuse and specular components of the monochromattc direc-

tional reflectance. By the reciprocity relations, the apparent 

reflectance may be detenained, and~ by modifying the reflectometer 

slightly, the diffuse directi.onal monochromatic reflectance can 
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be measured. 

For those surfaces which exhibit off-specular peaks, only the 

total reflectance can be measured by the reflectometer under con

sideration. That is, the integrating sphere reflectometer is inca

pable of distinguishing components if the maximum energy is not 

reflected at the specular angle. Since few su~faces, howeve~, 

exhibit peaks at near-normal angles, the total refle(;:tance pan 

be determined for most surfaces. 

.J 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONSTBUCTION Of SPHERE·UFLECTOMETER 

The integrating sphere reflectometer mar be considered to 

consist of three componentl: the sphere, the detection system, 

and the energy eource. Thia chapter describes these components 

and theoperations.involved in constructlng, preparing, and/or 

assembling them. 

The Basic Sphere 

.The basic sphere chosen for the integrating sphere reflecto-

meter was in the form of two aluminum hemispheres, which were man-

ufactured by the Weber Brass Company, Cleveland, Ohio. A metal 

spinning process was used to produce the hemispherical form. '!he 

variation of the form from a perfect hemisphere was measured and 

found to be not more than 0.063. inches at ~Y point, and less than 

a measurable atnount at most points. The greatest variation from a 

true sphere occured at the lip, and was probably caused by turn-

ing up a portion of the lip to form a l/2 inch flange around the 
{ 

hemisph~re. The nominal radius of the bemi.spheres was 2.iµches, 

and the thickness was 0.04 inches. 

Three openi~s were ~de ln one of the hemispheres while the 

other remained intact. The first opening was the entrance opening. 

It was a slit 3/4 inch Lons aruL 3/16 ineh wide, located in the 

48 
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center of the hemisphere. It was similar in shape to the·slit in 

the globar wateT•cooled jacket, and 1/16 inch· less in width than the 

image formed by the mirror system used for focusing.the energy leav-

ing the monochromator. 

The second opening was a circular hole, ha·ving a dia:met·er of 

1/21nch, whose purpose was to accomodate the Reeder end-on thermo-

couple. 0 
It was located 76 aroun4 the hemisphere from the entrance 

port and 35.4° up from a horizontal plane through the center of the 

sphere. With th:ts configuration, the face of the thermocouple 

window was parallel to the incident beam and normal to the plane 

of the test sample. 

The third opening was a slit si.,lar to the etttr-ance opening 

with the exception that the width was 6 per cent greater than the 

entrance slit. 
0 

This auxiliary entrance opening was located 76 

around the sphere from the entrance opening, in the same horizontal 

plane. This opening was formed to permit the testing of a specular-

diffuse sphere, which will be discussed in a later section. 

A"plug was constructed for covering either of the slits. It 

had a raised face which was 3/4 inch long, 3/16 inch wide, and 1/16 

inch thick. It was curved to fit the inner surface of the sphere. 

Thus, when the plug was inserted into either slit, the curvature 

of the inner sphere surface was, for all practical purposes, uninter-

rupted. 

A notch 1/2 inch wide was cut in the hemisphere flanges, and a 

hole 1/16 inch in diameter was drilled in the edge of the hemisphere. 
4 

This permitted the spindle for the 1ample holder to pass into the 

aphere. 



The sample holder consisted of two slotted aluminum side pieces 

which were held together by two strips of brass shim stock. One 

strip was placed a.cross the bottom of the slotted side pieces and 

the other was attached to the back of the slotted pieces at the 

opposite end from the bottom piece. The sample holder spindle was 

attached to the top brass strip. The pieces thus formed a slotted 

frame 1/2 inch wide and 1 inch long into which the sample could 

be inserted. This arrangement permited the sample signal and the 

reference signal to be obtained without removing the sample holder 

from the sphere, since the incident beam passed undisturbed through 

the holder when the sample was not present. 

The sphere wall coating is a highly critical component of the 

sphere reflectometer. Because the energy introduced into the sphere 

is reduced at each interreflection from the sphere wall due to 

absorption by the wall coating,. it is desirable, from the standpoint 

of having maximum energy available for detection, that the wall 

coating have a high reflectance and low absorptance. This is 

especially true if only a small amount of energy is associated with 

the incident beam. Also, because of the nature of the integrating 

sphere reflectometer, it is essential that the coating reflect in 

a diffuse manner. 

Agnew and McQuisten (6) were the first to recognize the ability 

of sulfur to meet the requirements of high and diffuse reflectance 

at long·wavelengths. In attempting to determine a diffuse reflec

tance standard for comparative measurements, they investigated several 

materials and discovered the favorable characteristics of finely 

divided sulfur. 



lCronatein, et al. (35) extended the study of sulfur as a stan

dard of reflectance, investigating four forms of sulfur. Since 
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Agnew had determined that finely divided sulfur reflects in an 

approximately diffuse.manner at wavelengths up to 15 microns, 

ICronstein concentrated on determining the reflectance of different 

forms of sulfur in thevavelength·region from 0.4 microns to 15 

microns. After studying the· characteristics of natuurgrown crystal 

of mineral sulfur, colloidal sulfur, sulfur flowers, and a high 

·m-content quenched sulfur, he determined that crystal and colloidal 

sulfur was not useful as reflectance atanclarda, and that quenched 

sulfur had a reflectance of 90 per cent or greater at all wavelengths 

out to approximately 13.4-. microns exce.pt for a region from .11 ·., ·· 

microns.to 12.4.microns .. The reflectance· of sulfur flowers did 

not differ greatly from quenched sulfur•· .as shown. in Figure (13) •; 

Bfi!cause the two types of sulfur exhibited similar reflectance& in 

Kronstein 1s work, it was decided that both should be tested for 

possible aphere coatinas .. 

Several different methods of applying the coatings to the 

sphere walls were coneidered. Because quenched sulfur is insoluble, 

methods of application of sulfur flowers were posaibl,e which could 

not be utilized in applying the quenched sulfur •. All methods 

subsequently utilized in applying both the aulfur flowers and quench

ed .aulfur involved preliminary cleaning of the sphere with acetone 

to remove dirt and oxidea. 

Two different metboda were used to apply the sulfur flowers to 

the aluminum bemi1phere1. one method .consisted Qf heat~ng the hemi

sphere to a temperature well above the vaporization temperature·of 
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carbon disulfide, and spraying a supersaturated solution of sulfur 

flowers and carbon dissulfide onto the heated hemisphere. The carbon 
. . 

dissulfide evaporated upon contacting the hemisphere, leaving a 

very uniform coating of sulfur flowers. Much care had ~o be exercis-

ed in controlling the rate of application. If the solutionwas 

applied too rapidly, the hemisphere cooled to such an extent that 

the carbon dissulfide did not evaporate upon contact, but instead 

formed large drops which in turn led to large beads of sulfur. If 

the solution was applied too slowly, the eulfur already applied· 

would melt in places due to non,.=uniform heating of the hemisphere. 

The procedure finally adopted was a 5 secon~i. apppcation period 

followed by a 15 second delay to.enable the.hemi,phere to return 

to its original temperature. This pfocedure yielded a. surface 

which appeared quite uniform and which was very durable. 

The second method consisted of applying alternate layers of 

white shellac and loose sulfur flowers.. After a layer of shellac 

had been painted onto the walls of theheudsphere, a small quantity 

of sulfµr flowers was introduced into the hemisphere. The hemi-

sphere was then rotated and tilted, causing the loose flowers of 

sulfur to tumble about, covering- the wet shellac. The coating 

resulting from three layer• of sulfur and shellac appeared very 

uniformo 

The term "quenched" sulfur arises from the fact that this 

-particular form of sulfur is produced by a quenching process where-

by sulfur vapors are dissolved in carbon disulfide, a process which 

results in a large fraction. of the sulfur being present in the mu 



form. The particular material selected for application was a 

"pure grade quenched sulfur" having a.mu-content of 85 to 93 per 

cent, produced by Stauffer Chemica.l Company under the brand name 

"Crystexu. 
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Three methods of quenched sulfur coating application were 

-investigated. All three methods involved, as a first step, the 

application of two layers of contact cement, the second layer being 

a~plied after the first had dried. 

The first method attempted-was the application-of a benzene 

and sulfur slurry using an air-operated sprayerwhile the hemi

spheres were irradiated by two 250 watt incandescent lamps. Several 

applications _were required, and the resulting·sulfur surface was 

severly ·pitted, the size of indentions being large compared to the 

thickneu of the coating. Excellent bonding between the sphere 

walls and the sulfur coating occurred, but· it was decided that the 

pitting prevented the coating fr-om being as uniform as desired. 

It was felt that a satisfacto;ry surface could be obtained if the 

benzene-sulfur slurry could be applied to the sphere walls with 

less force. 

The second method attempted .. involved submerging the hemi

spheres, with the open side downward, in· a benzene-sulfur slurry.· 

The sulfur in the slurry was sufficient to cover completely' the . 

heuli.spheres after the benzene and sulfur had separated. It was 

thought that the sulfur would~adhere to the cement-coated portion 

·of the hemispheres and, upon evaporation-of the benzene, would 

result in a uniform coating. However,. in the presence of the large 

a.mount of benzene, the c(>n.tact cement dissolved, and·the sulfur would 
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not adhere to the bare metal of the hemispheres. 

The third method attempted~ and the one finally adopted, follow

ed the procedure suggested by Dunn (3). After the contact cement had 

been applied and allolled to dry for an hour, the hemispheres were 

heated for ten minutes by placing them under the two incandescent 

lamps. The lamps were·placed approximately 12 inches from the 

hemispheres. Heating the hemispheres for a short time softened 

the contact cement and made it more amenable to bonding with the 

sulfur:. After the heating operation, a sulfur-benzene slurry was 

applied to the hemispheres by means of a·BVI electric sprayer. The 

sprayer utilized was a Model VS-800,.manufactured by Burgess Vibro

Crafters, Inc. The sulfur used in the slurry had previously been 

sifted through a 65 mesh screen. Application-of the heat lamps was 

continued.while the spraying·was in process. This caused the 

slurry to dry rapidly upon the surface of the hemispheres and al

lowed almost continous application. Many applications were 

required, but this was ·due to the fact that the volume of slurry 

delivered by the sprayer was very small. 

When the ~oating had reached a thickness of approximately 

1/16 inch, it appeared to be of acceptable uniformity and itwas 

decided that no further purpose could be served by the application 

of additional sulfur.· 

Kneissel (36) found in his work with sodium chloride coatings 

that the reflectance of the coating decreased as the roughness 

of the coating increased. In order to determine if the same 

phenomenonwas true for sulfur:, three hemispheres were coated with 

Crys·tex and tested for the gross effect of roughness. 
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For the sake of clarity, the hemispheres were identified as 

A, B, and C. Hemisphere A had entrance and detector openings, while 

hemispheres Band Chad no openings. A and B were coated simul-

taneously. The slurry was applied in the.form of a very fine mist 

and resulted in a uniform though·rough coating. Chad a uniform 

but somewhat smoother coating than did A and B. This was due to 

the fact that the slurry was applied to C in the '.:form of large 

droplets which caused the Crystex to flow slightly before the 

benzene dried completely. 

The Reeder thermocouple was inserted into A and signals were 

compared, under identical conditions, when A was mated with Band 

with C. The larger signal was obtained whenC was mated with A, 

indicating a higher reflectance of the smoother hemisphere than 

that of the rough hemisphere. Thus the indication·was that the 

reflectance of the Crystex was a function of roughness. 

Loose Crystex was then introduced into hemisphere B. The 

hemisphere was then rotated, causing the loose Crystex to tumble 

about the inner surface of the hemisphere. This procedure, resulted 

in leveling the peaks and filling the valleys, yielded a coating 

in B which appeared much more smooth than that in C. Further tests 

revealed that the largest signal was obtained when the newly smooth

ed hemisphere B was mated with A9 thus strengthening the postulate 

that the reflectance of the Crystex coating·was a function of rough

ness. Hemisphere A was then smoothed in the same manner as Band 

still higp.er signals fl'.om all combinations were obtained. 

The test to determine" qualitively, the reflectance of the 

different types of coatings n:!lative to each other, involved mating 
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each test-coated hemisphere with the same quenched sulfur-coated 

hemisphere A, which was equipped with an entrance and detector open-

ing. Each sphere combination was irradiated with the same amount 

of energy, using the same monochromator slit width and amplifier 

gain setting at each wavelength tested, The sphere was rotated 

such that the entering energy beam was initially incident on the 

common detector half of the sphere._ Under this arrangement, the 

detector signal should be.indicative of the relative reflectance 

of the coating material being tested. That is, the greater the 

reflectance of the.material being tested, the greater will be the 

average reflectance of the sphere coating and, hence, the greater 

will be the detector signal. 

The detector signals were recorded at the same wavelength for 

each test material. The white shellac, sulfur flowers coating 

exhibited very low reflectance and was not considered in the final 

results. The evaporated flowers of sulfur coating was smoothed 

in the same manner as the quenched sulfur coating before the test 

was conducted. 

The results, shown in Figure (14), were normalized with the 

signal produced by the smoothed quenched sulfur-smoothed quenched 

sulfur combination. On the basis of this test, smoothed quenched 

sulfur was chosen as the sphere coating. 

After determining that the smoothed quenched sulfur coating 

exhibited the highest relative reflectance tunong the coatings tested, 
F 

the coating was tested for uniformity and diffuseness. The uniformity 

test involved·placing the sphere on a rotary table, rotating the 
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sphere about an.imaginary vertical line passing through the center of 

the entrance opening plane, and determining if the decrease in detec-

tor signal corresponded to the decrease in projected entrance area 

presented to the irradiating beam. The sphere was rotated through 

an included angle of 70°. The coating was tested at wavelengths of 

0.58, 5.3, and 9.0 microns. The detector signals at each angle 

considered were adjusted to al.low for the effect of sphere rotation, 

Two correction factors were used to relate the detector signal 

at each angle 9 to the signal produced when 9 was zero. The first 

of these, C1 , was the cosine of the angle of rotation. That is, 

for a uniform coating, the signal produced when 0 = ev should equal 

the product of the signal produced when e = 0 and the cosine of 

9 1 • This corresponds to the case in which the sphere wall thickness 

is infinitely small. 

The real sphere wall, of course, has a .finite thickness. As 

seen in Figure (15) 11 the sphere wall reduces the area through which 

the energy may enter the sphere. That is, the projected entrance 

area is less on the inner surface of the sphere than on the outer 

surface. 

Correction factor C:a was derived as follows, where the depth 

of the opening was assumed to be unity and the symbols are defined 

in Figure (15): 

Z 1 = Zcos9' 

Z' I = Z' - p 

z ! ! 
z 

tsin0~ = cos9 ' ~ . z _, 

P = tsin6 1 

Z'' = Zcos9• - tsin9• 

For a linear system, where S1 is the detector signal when 

9 = O and Sa is the signal when 9 = 9 1 , 

.l 
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App11catiQn·of C. alone assupies that all of the e~ergy which 

strikes t4e rotated edge of the entrance opening is reflected back 

out the entrance opening. Application of C1 alone assumes that all 

of the energy striking the rotated edge is refl~ctedinto the sphere 

with none of the energy being absorbed by the edge. The actual 

case lies •omewhere between these two extreMs. For this reason, 

the corrected detector sianal which·was finally accepted as most 



nearly approximating the actual case was the average of the values 

obtained when the two correction factors were applied individually. 

The results of the test at a wavelength of 9 microns are shown in 

Figure (16). The values of the detector signal were normalized 

when 9 was 0. The variation,. over 70° is seen to be less than /+ 

per cent. 

In the test for diffuseness, the entrance opening was plugged 

and the sphere rotated such that the auxillary opening, through 

which the energy was admitted, was horizontal. This placed the 

detector in the same horizontal plane as the auxillary opening. 

Because the opening presented to the incident beam was much wider 

than the beam, the sphere could be rotated through alarge included 

· angle without having to account for the reduction in entrance area. 

Under this arrangement, the angle at which specularly re·flected 

0 
energy would fall on the detector was 17.7 • 

The sphere was rotated such that the angle of incidence on 
. 0 0 

the sphei-e wall was varied from -20 to 40. Under this procedure, 

any coating specularity was presented two opportunities to beman-

ifested. That is, if the coating had an appreciable specular c.om-

ponent, the detector signal would have been smaller than normal 

when the angle of incidence was zero and greater than normal when 

the angle of incidence equalled the specular angle. 

The test was conducted at wavelengths of 3.5 and 6.5 microns. 

The sphere was rotated continously at 3.5 microns. At 6.5 microns, 

because the high amplifier gain necessitated slow response time, 

0 
the sphere·was r,otated thxough 1 increments. No discernible 

change was noted in the detector ·Signal at any angle for either 
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wavelength. Since no specular component was exhibited at 6.S 

microns •. it was believed that very little if any specularity would 

be exhibiteC, at -.avelengths as great as 10 microns. It was con

·clucled, theretore, that the sphere coating was of acceptable dif-

fuseness and uniformity. 

The test for diffuseness also offered further evidence of 

the uniformity of the sphere coating. However, tbe diffuseness 

test did not extend over as wide a wavelength range as did the 

uniformity teat due ·to the reduced entrance area presented by the 

horizontal slit. 

As a result of these operations, the "sphere" portion of the 

integrating sphere reflectomet~r evolved as a 4 inch diameter 

sphere with amu.-tn,e sulfur coating, a 3/16 by 3/4 inch entrance 

-opening, and al/2 inch thermocouple opening. 'Through the use of 

a gra~uated scale attached to the top of the sphere and a pointer 
; 

attached to the sample holder spindle, the ·polar angle of incidence 
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could be varied o~er 90°, as desired •. Thus; the direttional reflec-

tance as a f-unction of po~c1.r angle of lncidence could be determined. 

The Detec·tion System 

Due to the ltnawn· low efficiency af the aphere, and the small 

a1110unt of energy available for detection· in the long wavelength 

region, one of the criteria for choosing a detector was that it 

could be fitted, as nea:,:ly as -passible, into the sphere wall. 13y 

such a placement, the effec·tive area of the detector wauld be 

maximized and, hence, the signal from the detector would be as 

large as possible. The effective area of a detector may be defined 
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as the area of an imaginary detector forming part of the sphere 

wall which receives the same amount of energy as the actual detector. 

Two types of detectors were available which met this criterion. 

One type was a bolometer. Due to the construction of the bolometer 

housing, the detecting element itself could be placed no nearer 

than 1/16 inch from the outer surface of the sphere, or approximate

ly 5/32 inch from the inner surface of the sphere. Since the window 

in front of the sensing element was only 1/4 inch in diameter, the 

effective area of the detector was approximately two-thirds as 

great as it would have been if it had been mounted flush with the 

inner surface of the sphere. This assumes that the detector element 

area was large as the window, which it was not. Tests were conducted 

which verified the fact that the reduction in effective area re

duced the sensitivity of the bolometer to a non-usable level. 

The second detector available was a Reeder end-on designed 

thermocouple. It was equipped with a 7/16 inch diameter window, 

approximately 1/16 inch thick. With this construction, it was 

possible to insert the window into the sphere so that the face of 

the window was flush with the inner wall of the sphere coating and 

the thermocouple itself was approximately flush with the outer wall 

of the sphere. The thermocouple element was approximately 4 

millimeters by 5 millimeters and was mounted in the center of the 

window. This configuration resulted in effective thermocouple 

dimensions of approximately 3 .• 52 millimeters by 4.44 millimeters, 

or an effective area of approximately 78 per cent of the actual 

detector area. The blackened thermocouple had a resistance of 

32 ohms and the window material was potassium.bromide. 



The Reeder thermocouple was tested for directional sensitivity 

by mounting it on a rotary table and rotating it through 18a° while 

irradiating it with a monochromatic, parallel beam of energy. !he 

thermocouple was tested at a wavelength of 10 microns, and the 

response was recorded as a function of the polar angle 9. The 

results are shown in Figure (17). The dashed line represents the 

response a perfect detector having no directional sensitivity would 

have shown under similar conditions. 
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For convenience, the detection system is considered to include 

the supporting instrumentation and the necessary optical components. 

A Perkin and Elmer Model 99 single beam, double pass monochromator 

was used to provide the monochromatic test beam. The beam was 

mechanically chopped by the monochromator at a rate of 13 cycles 

per second. The Reeder thermocouple was adapted for use with the 

Perkin and Elmer preamplifier and amplifier. The signal produced 

by the thermocouple was recorded by a Leeds and Northrup strip 

recorder. 

The optical components necessary for transferring the energy 

from the source to the monochromator and from the monochromator 

to the sphere are shown schematically in Figure (18). All mirrors 

shown were prepared by vacuum depositing aluminum upon the front 

surfaces of glass blanks. 

The components are: (a) spherical mirror with 9 inch radius 

and 18 inch focal length, used to collect a portion of the energy 

emitted by the source and focus it upon the monochromator entrance 

slit; (b) another spherical mirror having a 9 inch radius and 18 inch 
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focal length, used to collect the diverging monochroma.tic beam 

leaving the monochromator exit slit and convert it to a collimated 

beam; (c) a flat mirror used to direct the collimated beam upon 

the entrance opening of the sphere. This optical arrangement 

produces, at the entrance of the sphere, an image of the source 

which is approximately 3/16 inch wide and 3/4 inch long. 

The Energy Source 

The energy source chosen to provide the long wavelength 

monochromatic beam was a globar mounted in a water-cooled holder. 

Tests were conducted to compare the ability of the globar and a 

carbon arc to provide a monochromatic, long wavelength beam of 

sufficient energy to produce a detectable signal within the sphere. 

At 6.6 microns, the signal produced by the globar was approximately 

5 times as large as that produced by the carbon arc beam. This was 

attributed to the fact that the area of the globar was much greater 

than that of the carbon rod tip. 
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Because it is imperative to transfer as much energy as possible 

from the globar into the monochromator, the position of the globar 

and collecting mirror with respect to the monochromator and with 

respect to each other is very critical. The intensity of the 

globar slit image at the focal point of the mirror is a function 

of the solid angle intercepted by the mirror. That is, the larger 

the solid angle intercepted by the mirror, the greater will be the 

amount of energy collected by the mirror. For this reason, it would 

appear logical to locate the collecting mirror as near the globar as 

possible while still obeying the rules of image formation. However, 
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Figure 18. Schematic Diagram of Integrating 
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spherical abberations precluded application. of this logic and led 

to a trial and error determination of the optimum location of globar, 

collecting mirror, and monochromator. By using a pyroheliometer to 

measure the relative intensities of the images formed, it was found 

that the maximum intensity occurred when the mirror was approximately 

15 inches from the globar and the image was approximately 19 inches 

from the mirror. The monochromator was then positioned such that 

the maximum intensity image was formed at the entrance slit of the 

monochromator. 

Thus the sphere, detection system, and source, when suitably 

arranged and optically aligned, const~tute an integrating sphere 

reflectometer. 



CHAPTER V 

ERROR ANALYSIS 

There are several factors which may cause an integrating 

sphere to produce erroneous results. Several studies have been 

made concerning the errors involved in an integrating sphere 

reflectometer. Among these are works by Taylor (37), Hardy and 

Pineo (19), Parmer (38), Edwards, et al. (28), and Dawson, et al. 

(39). The latter three are particularly appropriate to this 

analysis since they are concerned with centered-sample spheres. 

Direct Irradiation of Detector by Sample 

As shown by Parmer,.Edwards, and Dawson, for a sample with 

an unusual reflection distribution function, the error resulting 

from direct irradiation of the detector by the sample could be 

several hundred per cent for poorly constructed spheres. However, 

in the sphere presently being investigated, the arrangement of 

sample and detector precludes, for all practical purposes, any 

possibility of direct detector irradiation. 

As stated previously, the detector was rotated 14° from a 

vertical plane which passed through the center of the sphere and 

which was parallel to the sample when the polar angle of incidence 

was zero. However, due to its eccentric construction, the sample 

holder did not hang vertically within the sphere. As shown schemat-
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ically in Figure (19), the sample holder hung at an angle of 

approximately 5° toward the rear of the sphere. This caused 

the azinuthal angle of incidence to assume a value of approximately 

5°. Under these conditions,. the angle between the normals to the 

rear surface of the sample holder and the center of the detector 

was approximately 76°. However, the front surface of the sample 

was at least 1/8 inch forward of the rear surface of the sample 

holder. The angle between the normals to the sample surface and 

the center of the detector wa~ approximately 85°. Therefore, for 

all samples except those with extremely unusual reflectance dis-

tributions, little if any direct irradiation would be expected 

to r,each the detector, since the angle of reflectance would 

have to be very large and s~.nce the detector and the direction 

of incidence are on the same side of the sample normal. Therefore, 

no error was assumed to arise in the present sphere due to direct 

irradiation c;f the detector by the samples tested. 

Directional Sensitivity of Detector 

In the case that the detector is directionally sensitive, the 
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sensitivity K(0d,fd) cannot be removed from the integral in Equation 

(10), and the signal produced by the detector will be 

(56) 

In order to remove K from the integral, the functional 

relationship between Kand e and f must be established, or an 

average value of K must be determined. For the sake of convenience, 

the cases of a diffuse sample and a non-diffuse sample will be 
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considered separetely. 

If the sample is not present and the wall is irradiated direct-

· ly, a fraction of the incident energy will be reflected to the 

detector, and the remainder will be reflected to the other sections 

of the wall. Of the energy reflected to·the detector, some fraction 

K1 will be recorded •. Of the remaining energy resulting from the 

first reflection from the wall, some fraction.K, where·K is the 

average response of the detector, of all subsequent interreflec-

tions will be recorded by the detector. This can be illustrated by 

the equation given below. 

·] (57) 

(58) 

(5-9) 

When the diffuse sample is inpla.ce, all energy which reaches 

the detector will. be the result of interreflections, and, of ea.ch 

interreflection which reaches the detector,. some fra.ction.K will 

be recorded. . Thus, a s igna.1 S2 wi 11 be produced a.s shown below. 

. J (60) 

s· 
i. (61) 
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. For the case of a diffuse sample, the reflectance will be 

given by the ratio of Sa to S1 • 

(62) 

s}s, - ~ 
K -

.. K, - f(K,-K Y 
(63) 

where 
··K 

E; ··' -- -K,-p (K,-K) (64) 

is the errer involved due to the angular sensitivity of the 

detector. 

If K1 is zero, the error re1ationship reduces to 

-- (65) 

Ki can be zero if the initial incident beam is directed onto• 

portion of t~e sphere wall from which reflected energy produce& 

:no detector signal. As will be noted later, the Reeder thermo-

couple exhibits an angular regionof zero response. Initial energy 

incident on the Sl'here·wall within this angular area will produce 

no detector respo~se, and K1 will be zero. 

Since·K1 will not be zero ins properly designed reflectometer, 

both· K1 and K ~st be evaluated be_fore the magnitude of the error 

can be determined. Both quantities can be evaluated by comparing 

the performance of the detector to- that of au ideal detec-tor • 

. The Reeder thermocouple, as. related previously, was tested for 

angular sensit~vity by mounting lt on a rotary tabla.and rotating 
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it through 180° while irradiating it with a parallel beam of energy. 

The detector response was recorded as a function of polar angle of 

incidence, a. The results are shown in Pigure (17)> Chapter IV. The 

dashed line represents the response a "perfect detector" would have 

shown under similar irradiation. 

The integrating sphere under discussion is designed such that 0 

for the first reflection from the wall is 39°. Ki represents the 

ratio of the real detector response to the response an ideal 

'detector would have yielded when. 8 equalled 39°. 

K, which was previously defined as the average response of 

the detector to the energy incident after the first reflection, 

can also be determined by comparing the. real to .. the ideal 

signal .. Energy reflected from the sphere wall· i:lfteJ'.' the first· 

incid;ence. will,. through. successive. interreflections.,. illuminat-e--tbe-,--· .. 

&phere uniformly. Therefore, the response of the detector to the 

energy coming from a given wall area -will equal some fraction of 

the respons'e an ideal detector would have yielded when irradiated 

by the same quantity of energy from the same given wall area. K, 

then is the ratio of the integral over the sphere of the energy 

seen by the real detector to the integral over the sphere of the 

energy that would be seen by an ideal detector. 

The geometry of the ~phere is ·shown in Figure (20). It is 

seen that ec • 20d. K may then by expressed as: 

K. = 
Tr 

,1s~;zrrRd9c 
lf 

~21TRd~ 

(66) 
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· Figure 20 .. Detector Angular Response Geometry 



where S is the real detector reading and S . is the reading an 
r 1 

ideal detector would have given. Sr was measured and s1 can be 

expressed as sr,ed~ocos9do Equation (66) may be simplified as 

shown in the following steps. 

Since R :: (%)sin e, 
9c ~ zed 

d·ec. = 2 dSd 
and when ec = 0 , ed -= 0 

ec. = rr) ed = rr/z 
K may be expressed as 

~ 
'K r .2rr D(Srf ·.· .. · ' sin Sc de = Jo /.:>r.ed =o Gos ~ 

·s 2:rrD sifl& d &d 
Q 

But 

sin ec. = 2 sin ed cosed 

('lfi( 
: Jo,' s~r,e..=o) s,·f'I 9d d 9d 

S 1;" ed cos ed ded 
0 ' 

K 

The numerator of Equation (68) was evaluated using the 

Trapezoidal rule and was found to be equal to 0.4240. The in-

tegral in the denominator of Equation (68) equals 0.5. K, then, 

was found to be 

K = 0,4t4o 
o. S' 

K = 0.8480 
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(67) 

(68) 
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Ki was determined, from Figure (17)~ to be equal to 0.9940. 

The error, given by Equation (64)» will then be 

-- (69) 

If p • 0. 70, 

~ 0. 9508 Fs s, 
The per cent error will be 

o.,sos - 1 1< too 1. : - 4. 92 ~ 
I 

Equation (69) demonstrates the interesting fact that, if the 

average wall reflectance equals unity, the error involved in the 

sample reflectance will be zero, regardless of the angular sensitiv-

ity of the detector. 

In the case of a non~diffuse sample, the magnitude of the 

error involved in the sample reading depends upon the angular 

distribution of the energy reflected from the sample. Due to the 

construction of the sphere, the detector does not "see" energy 

which is in'cident at polar angles greater than 78°. This fact 

introduces an error in the sample reflectance reading. Although 

the error is related to the angularity of the system, it should 

be distinguished from the error caused by the angular sensitivity 

of the detector. The angular sensitivity of the detector is a 

characteristic of the detector and does not change» regardless of 

the surroundings in which it is placed. If the surroundings are 

such that they prevent energy from reaching the detector, the error 

resulting should be charged to the surroundings ~d not to the 
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detector. The difference, however, is largely a.ca.demic since the 

errors due to the a.ngula.r sensitivity of the detector a.nd to the 

construction of the sphere a.re similar in nature a.nd a.re additive. 

If the energy reflected from the sample is initially incident 

upon the sphere wa.11 within the area. of nonresponse, the first 

reflection from the wa.11 produces no detector response. All sub-

sequent interreflections to which the detector responds a.re reduced 

by the fraction. 1 - A /A where A represents the area. from which 
n s n 

reflected energy produces no detector response. 

The sample reading will be 

where K is the a.vera.ge detector response and Z = 1 - A /A. 
n s 

·] 

The error in the sample reading is 

I 

S2. .,.. Sz x 1ooi 
S2 

(A%._JPtU' Z K (~) ~(A~.)Pfs!"(~)K "100% 

(Acl/As) p~ f (f(° )K 

E ·= ( Z (° - I) x 100 % 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 



l'rom J'S.pre (al), •u.i~1 • l·c;•2•. Bene~, z • t:. 1·;0 • 2@ • Howevet, 

_because the detector doa1 not respond to energy which is incident 

at anglea greater than 80° ,, Z 1111st be reduced accordingly: 

Z : I -r,-~s24° ·- I ~~sto1 =o.9B7o 
~ . z. ·J . 

-If ·i, •O. 70, the •rrpr Will be, -from Bquatic:m (75): 

, : (<.987X 7) -~ I] JC 100 % 

f : ~30.91" 

If the initial reflection from the •ample 1• incident on the 

· (76) 

•,here vall outside the area of nonrespon1e, only 1ub1equent interfe• 

flections are affected by the re~uction in aignal and the 1ample 

reading·Vill b~ 

s,.0 
.. ~ Pr,r Kr, + .~, J c,ai 

'l'he error in sample l'eacling·i• then 

(79) 

(80) 

for i • .70, 

, ·1: - o.91" 
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Figure 21. Detector View of Sphere Interior 
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Of greater interest, however, than the error involved in the 

sample reading is the error involved in the ratio of sample to refer-

ence reading. To determine the magnitude of the error involved in 

the ratio, the error involved in the reference reading must be con* 
.... 

sidered since it too is subject to the effects of detector angular 

sensitivity. 

The reference readingS1 was given by Equation (59) as follows: 

The ratio of the sample to reference reading, when the initial re ... 

flection fro11 the sample is incident in area A is: 
n 

S~, = ~ Pfsf zKtf-f)/f.PfrK, +K(;~f)J 

The error involved is: 

t = If [ K, ~'J~{KJ] ··~ ti 
t: 

If p = .70, 

€ ::: - :34-.20% 

)( 100 % 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

'When the initial reflection from the sample is not incident in 

area A, 
n 
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(85) 

(86) 

If p = 0~70, the error is: 

l - {(.848)[1 1-. 7(987-/) 1-,J )( 100 % (87) 

.994 -. 7( .. 9'J4-.84s5l 

t = -5. 7B % 

Thus it is seen that a non~diffuse sample is subject to larger 

errors due to the angular sensitivity of the system than is a complete-

ly diffuse satllple. Since all real surfaces exhibit both a diffuse 

and a spec.ula.r component, the error involved may lie between -4.9% 

and -6%, for an average wall reflectance of 0.70. A completely 

specular sample can be rotated to prevent the reflected energy from 

falling initially within the area of nonresponse. Thus, if reasonable 

ca.re is exercised, the maximum error due to angular sensitivity 

should be approximately -6% for a complete.J.y a.pecula.r sample. 

Nonuniformity of Sphere Wall Coating 

Nonuniformity of the sphere wall coating may be in two forms. 

The coating may be of nonunifonn thickness and it may have anon-

uniform, refle~tance. 

A nonuniform wall thickness effects the basis of the integrat-

. ing sphere theory. That is, if the walls are not of the same thick-
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ness at all points, the cavity is no longer a sphere and the assump• 

tion of equal configuration factors between all.points is no longer 

valid. 

In actual practice, it is almost· impossible to apply a wall 

coating which is completely uniform and almost as difficult to 

measure the thickness without destroying the coating. 

At all points where the thickness of the coating could be 

measured (detector opening, sample stop opening, and hemisphere 

edges), the thickness did not vary by a measurable amount. Since 

the coating was applied to the whole sphere at the seine time and in 

the sa.me manner as that at the measurable locations, it is assumed 

that the errors caused by nonuniform wall tl:).ickness are negligible. 

Although it is not possible to determine a numerical value for 

the error resulting from nonuniform wall thickness, an order of 

magnitude may be determined in the following manner. If the equation 

for the detector signal is written in an expanded form, 

(88) 

it will be noted that each term on the right side represents the 

'energy reflected from the spher~ wall multiplied by the configtir~--

tion factor between the total wall area and the detector. 

Assume now that a large sphere is composed of a large number 

of areas, each of which equals the area of the original sphere. 

Assume further that each area reflects the energy incident:upon it 

in two components, one directed upon the detector and the other 

directed upon an area which has not been irradiated •. The 

¢.omponent directed upon the detector i.s assumed;·-~o, b~T~.;;:·;fac~ion :\- . 
. • .. 
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of the total incident energy equal to th(;! configuration factor 

between the area and the detector. It is also assumed that 9 no area 

is irradiated twice by the same beam. The sign.al produced when 

· P power is introduced into the hypothetical sphere is 

which is seen to be identical to Equation (88) for an actual sphere. 

Assume that one of the areas differs from all the other areas, 

causing the configuration factor between lt and the detector to be 

increased by some fraction X. The resulting signal will then be 

where the nonuniform area.is irradiated on the nth interreflection 

and where the factor (1-X) arises from the fact that, if a larger 

fraction of the interreflecting beam of energy reaches the detector 

from the nonuniform area, the energy available for reflection to the 

detector from the remaining areas will be less by the same fraction. 

Expanding Equation (90) and collecting terms yields 

S ·~ K Pfr/Ji + Ai p -+ A, r/'+ .. · + X ·1/' - Ad xf ""!... ...•• 1 
As As \ As \ \ --,;;;. J 

s ,, K Pr[~ (1 + f +t'+ .. ·) + x(t-t t·~tt·~ · · ·)l 
s =KPt{t C-'p) + xft-te".1(, +p +(+ .. ~~ 
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If n = 0, 

s (92) 

If n = CD, 

(93) 

The case of n = 0 is .seen to correspond to the condition in 

which all of the energy is reflected from the area first irradiated 

to the nonuniform area, a.nd might result in a large error depending 

upon the magnitude of X. Since the initially irradiated a.res reflects 

diffusely, only a small fraction of the energy first reflected from 

the wall rea.ches the nonuniform area. As further interreflections 

occur, further SI®-11 fractions of energy reach the nonuniform area. 

This type of reflection corresponds to the case in which n = =. 
From Equation (91), 

Let E = Xfri[,-~ C~r)J, where Eis the error caused by the 

nonuniform wall thickness, and assume that p = 0. 90,. X = O. 10, and 

Ad/ As = 0. 00391. 

E = .10 (. 90/1[ I - . 0039 I ( /:1.~Jl 

(94) 

(95) 
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(96) 

(97) 

If n = 88, 

In the actual case, X should be much less than .10 and n should 

be much greater than 88. The error resulting from a nonuniform wall 

thickness is then seen to be very small. 

If the sphere wall coating exhibits nonuniform reflectance, the 

detector response will depend upon the location at which the inci= 

dent energy reaches the sphere wall. In this case, the reflectance 

of the sphere wall to the initial irradiation will not cancel out when 

the ratio of detector signals is taken. Under these circumstances, 

the reflectance of the sample will be given by 

-
where~ is the reflectance of the wall coating to the initial 

WJ. 

irradiation when the sample is not present, and p"I! is the reflec-

(98) 

tance of the wall coating when the sample is in place. The possible 

per cent error will then be 

(99) 

or 
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E = ( f'w, / f w, I) x I 00 % (100) 

The sphere investigated in this study was tested by rotating 

it about a vertical line through its entrance opening. The sphere 

0 
was rotated through an included angle of·70 when the entrance open-

ing was in the vertical position, and 60° when the opening was in the 

horizontal position. With the opening in the ve:rtical position, .the 

projected area of the opening was less than the width of the irradiat~ 

ing beam. Under these conditions, the detector response varied as 

much as -3.5%, indicating that the reflectance of the sphere·wall 

varied by this much. However!> a.s explained in Chapter IV, the edge 

of the entrance opening interferred, to some extent, with the inci-

dent beam. This interference might have been the cause of the 

apparent variation in reflectance. The fact tha.t no variation was 

noted when the opening was horizontal lends substance to this possibil-

ity, particularly in view of the fact that, at all angles, the 

horizontally positioned opening was wider than.the incident beam. 

In view of the two tests, .. 3. 5% was assumed to be the maximum varia-

tion over the entire sphere. 

If the variation was -3. 5% and the wall reflectance :wa~-cc_._7Q_, __ 

the possible error could be 

or 

-- (-70 - • 035" -9 X I 00 % 
.70 

t. - ( • 70 - /) X /00 % 
.76 -.o3S 

(101) 

(102) 
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in which case the error might be as much as+ 5,26% or -5%. 

Nondiffuseness of Sphere Wall Coating 

Nondiffuseness of the wall coating, like the nonuniform wall 

thickness, effects the basic premise of equal configuration factors 

between all points within the sphere. If the configuration factor 

is not the same between all points within the sphere, the energy 

reaching the detector from all points will not be the same. This 

means that the detector will not respond equally to incident energy 

from all directions, which is the same type of error ca.used by the 

angular sensitivity of the detector. The errors caused by nondiffuse 

walls and the angular sensitivity of the detector should be of the 

same magnitude. 

A test of wall diffuseness wa~ described in Chapter IV, in 

which no specular component was noted. It is assumed, therefore, 

that the sphere walls are diffuse to the extent that the error 

attributable to wall nondiffuseness is negligible. 

Nonlinearity of Detection System 

Linearity of the detection system is a requisite to the validity 

of the assumption that 

(103) 

where the detection system includes the detector, preamplifier, 

amplifier, and recorder. The error involved in the case of a non-

linear detection system is difficult to assess, since it affects a 

basic assumption. 
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The linearity of the detector system was checked by irradiating 

the sphere with a monochromatic beam of radiant energy, producing 

a known attenuat;ion of the amount of energy entering the sphere, and 

comparing the detector signal produced by the attenuated and un

attenuated beam. the test was conducted at three different wave

lengths using three different slit widths for each attenuation. 

In this way, the response of the detector systemcould be checked 

not only with respect to varying amounts of incident energy at a 

given slit width, but also with respect to a given amount of incident 

energy with varying slit widths. 

The procedure involved irradiating the sphere with a monochrome• 

tic beam, from the globa.r, at wavelengths of 1.6, 3.4, and 5.25 

microns. At each wavelength, after the bea.m had been directed into 

the sphere and the detector response noted, a rotating blade was 

placed in the path of the be~m from the globar to the monochromator. 

Four equal segment~, which equalled half of the area.of the blade, 

had been removed. Since the blade was rotating at approxima,tely 

1500 revolutions per minute, the per cent attenuation of the inci~ 

dent beam was equal to the per cent of the blade surface area which 

remained. Therefore, if the detector sy&telll waa linear, a fifty per 

cent attenuatian·in the incident beam, corresponding to a blade from 

which fifty per cent of the surface area had been removed, should 

produce a signal equal to half that produced by the unattenuated 

signal. 

After tests had been conducted for fifty per cent attenuation, 

two of the removed sections were covered, and the detector system 

was checked using an incident beam which had been attenuated by 
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seventy-five per cent. 

Each test was conducted at slit widths of 1, 1.5, and 2 

millimeters. The ratio of attenuated to unattenuated Signal was cal-

culated at each slit width, and the three values averaged to provide 

an average detector response ratio. The results are listed in 

Table I. It will be noted that the maximum deviation from com-

plete linearity is 2.68 per cent. Since it is impossible to read 

less than half a subdivision on the recorder scale, a deviation of 

this magnitude indicates that the linearity of the detection system, 

at a given slit width is acceptable·with no correction necessary. 

The variation of detector response with slit width was measur .. 

ed in the same test. That ia, the signal was attenuated at three 

different slit widths, and all signals were compared to that produced 

when the width of the slit was a. maximum. The results of th.e tests 

and the comparisons are shown in Table I, 

For the type of detection system used, the relation between 

slit width and signal, for a perfect detection system, is 

.... (104) 

where S denotes signal and w indicates slit width. For the Perkin 

and Elmer Model 99, the maximum slit width is 2 millimeters. The 

system was checked at slit widths of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 millimeters. 

The ratio of the signals should, then, be 

S,/52 · I. 1B 

S,/53 - 4.oo (105) -
52 /s~ ·- 2.25 -
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TABLE I 

DETECTOR LINEARITY RESPONSE 

Wave- Percent 
length Attenuation 2.0 mm 1.5 mm 1.0 mm 

5.25µ. 0 46.38 27.00 12.50 

50 23.00 13. 50 · 6.00 

75 11. 50 6.50 3.00 

3.40µ. 0 75.63 44.25 21.38 

50 37.50 22.00 10.50 

75 19.00 10.50 5.50 

1.60µ. 0 68.88 40.00 18.63 

50 34.00 20.00 9.00 

. 75 17.50 10.00 5.00 



The average of the signal ratios for wavelengths 1.6, 3.4, and 

5.25 microns is plotted in Figure (15). The solid line indicates 

the linearity, with respect to slit width of a perfect detector 
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system. Since the data is plotted on log-log pa.per, the slope of the 

two lines is the exponent involved in the relationship. For a per-

feet detector, the exponent is, of course, 2. From Figure (15), 

the slope of the curve~ and hence the exponent, is determined to be 

L885. The signal ratios for the ideal and the real detector systems 

are related to the ratio of the slit Widths as follows: 

(s./s,. ),DEAL 

(S, /S,)RE~L 

w,/w.,_ 
w,/w,. 

--
--

= ( w, /wa )Z 
( I ),.ses 

: W1 Wz 

(s, /s. )~SAL. 
·(s /S )11.ees 

I 1·. ftAI. 

·•.t· 
Since the same slit width ratio represents the same relative 

(106) 

(107) 

'· change in the a1110unt of' energy incident' on the detector, the dif = · 

ference in the two quantit~es on the right hand side of Equations 

(107) represents the nonlinearity of the detection system» with 

respect to slit width. Therefore, since an ideal-detector system 

would be assmned to yield a true ratio o_f signals, 

(s //! ) ·.... (s ~ )'A.,ss 
- I ~l TRIii - 1 tSi Rl'AI. 

( I. ) - ( )'.o" · s, 1S2 TRUE - · · s, /s,. ,.,",. 

(108) 

(109) 
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(110) 

That is, an indicated signal. ratio would have to be·raised to a power 

of 1.061 to yield a true signal ratio. 

Sphere Openings 

As pointed out in Chapter III, there is an efficiency associated 

with the sphere which is a function of the size of the sphere and its 

openings, and the reflectance of the sphere walls .. The efficiency 

of the sphere depends upon whether the sample is or is not present, 

and the difference in efficiencies gives rise to an error in the 

ratio· S2 ./S1 o 

. As previously shown in the simplified theory of the integrat-

ing sphere, a sphere with the sample not present, when irradiated 

by a beam of monochromatic energy, will yield a signal given by 

· Equation (14), 

s, (111) 

and, according to Equation (15), 

(112) 

Each term on the right side of Equation (112) represents a 

reflection from. the wall. In an actual sphere, at each reflection, 
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a fraction· of the re-fleeted energy passes out the entrance opening. 

Since the sphere wall is diffuse, the fraction of reflected energy 

lostout the entrance opening equals the ratio of the ar~a of the 

entrance opening to the area of the sphere. Equation -(112) then 

becomes 

. . . ,(113) 

The fact that the detector itself is not a. perfect reflector 

alters, in a real sphere, the expression for the radiosity of the 

wall. Far from being a good reflector, most detector elements are 

coated with a black material to insure maximum absorption of inci-

dent energy. This be.ing the case, each energy term in the infinite 

series representing the interreflections within the sphere is diminish-

ed by a. factor proportional to the energy absorbed by the detector. 

If the detector is assumed to absorb all of the energy incident 

upon- it;, Equation (113), which expresses the radiosity of the wall, 

will be altered to the form shown below. 

' . . (114) 

, One other factor which must be considered is the sample holder, 

since it is present even when the sample-is not. After the inith.1 

reflection from the sphere wall, interreflections occur between the 

sample holder and the wall. Each time an interreflection occurs, 

a fraction-of the energy reflected fr.om the wall is absorbed by the 

sample holder and the energy available for further reflections from 

the wa:11 is diminished· by a factor equal to 



where phis the reflectance and~ the area of the sample holder. 

Equation (114) then becomes 

The signal produced by the detector will then be.given by 

· Since K- is a characteristic of the detector, it is not con-

97 

(116) 

sidered in determining the efficiency of the sphere. Since P identi-

fies the energy introduced into the sphere, the efficiency can be 

considered to be given by the term 

(117) 

, The effect of the different parameters on the efficiency of the 

sphere can be determined· by taking partial deriva,tives of 1]1 with 

respect to the parameters and noting the.resulting sign. 

Letting A /A ·= u, Ad/A = v, and A. /A = y, Equation (117) e s s ~b s 

. becomes 

11, .pv 
I -(5[1-u-V-'j(l-fh) 

(118) 

and 

o}{~r - V ·D 
·I - f [ I - u - V - Y (1-1~ ) > (119) 
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> 0 (120) 

: Pv[1-u -V-Y (1-fi.)] 
{l ·f [1-U ~v-y (1-(j.)]j 2 

0 (121) 

< 0 (122) 

From Equation (117), 

·. . - .-eAd (1-e> 
~Yl,/c)A~ - fA,(1-f)t pfAe+A.d+Ah(I-F11)}2 < 0 (123) 

Thus it is seen that the efficiency of the sphere increases as the 

initial reflectance, the average reflectance, and the detector area 

' 
increase, and the sphere radius and entrance area decrease. This 

a.grees with the results given by Jacquez and Kuppenheim, (24). 

When the sample is in place within the sphere, two other events 

occur which may effect the radiosity of the ~all. First of all, 

part· of the energy incident upon the sample.may be reflected out 

through the entra.nce opening. When this occurs, the radiasity 

equation becomes 

· (124) 

where Fis -the fraction of energy reflected frc0a the sample which 

is lost out the entrance opening. 
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The second event which occurs only when the sample is in place 

is interreflection between the sample and the sphere walls. As in 

the case of the sample holder, each time an interreflection occurs, 

the energy available for further reflections from the wall is dimin-

shed by a factor equal to 

(1-~)(At/As) 
where At is the area of the sample. The expression for the wall 

radiosity then becomes 

and the detector signal is expressed by 

· The efficiency of the sphere, when the sample is in place, 

is given by 

)t : p & (r·Fi · l l 
2 \ As J-P[1-~e-~-Ah(1-,t)-At(1-1)] I-

. I "'S ~s A's h As I$ 

(127) . 

· Again letting Ae/ A8 = u, Ad/ As = v, and ~/ A8 = y, and letting 

A /A = x~ Equation (127) becomes 
t s . 

Yl 2 : . _ f'v ( I - F) 
I ·e[1-u-v-~(t-f"')-x(1-fs)l 

(128) 
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The extreme values of F correspond to the cases of diffuse 

sample reflection and specular sample reflection. When the sample 

reflects in a diffuse manner, F equals the ratio of the area of the 

entrance opening to half the area of the sphere, or 2A /A • e s When 

the sample reflects specularly, the fraction can be made equal to 

zero by rotating the sample slightly so that the polar angle of 

incidence is not zero. Hence, for diffusely reflecting s~mples, 

p V ( I - 2u) 

and for specularly reflecting samples, 

fV 
/.;.. f [ I - U - V -~ ( 1-(t)- X ( I -(i) "J 

It is evident that the sphere efficiency is a maximum when 

measuring the reflectance of a specular surface, and a minimum 

when measuring a diffuse surface. 

Having already determined the effect of coating reflectance 

and detector area on the efficiency of the sphere, the effect of 

sample area, entrance opening area, and sample holder reflectance 

will be determined in the same manner. From Equation {129), 

-f Zfv[1-,5 (1-u-v-y(1-f,J-x(l-fs))] +ffv(I -Zu)} 

l'' -f [l - U - V - y (' I - fl. ) -x ( l -fs ) ] } :t 

Since oTJ:a/ou < O, the efficiency of the sphere increases as the 

entrance area decreases. 

-;()v(1-2u)(l-(i) <O 

\I -f5"[I- U-V-j(l-fh)-X (1-~)Jf· 
for U < .Yz 

(129) 

(130) 

(131) 

(132) 
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Equations (132) and (133) indicate that the efficiency of the 

sphere, with the sample in place, increases as the reflectance of 

the sample holder increases~ and the area of the sample decreases. 

The reflectance of the sample is given by the.ratio of the 

signal produced when the ~ample is in place within the sphere to the 

signal produced when the sample is not in place. In terms of the 

previously defined equationsj the reflectance psis given by 

s._1 
a.IS 

I 

K & Pf~ (1-Fjf _ I ··} = A-s ·' 11-f[t-Ae-At-A11(1-.0)-At(1 .. ,<:>)J 
( A, As ~$ '"' A, IS 

where the error is given by the quantity 

(134) 

Assuming a value of O. 70 for Ps 9 · p, and p 9 and O. 90 for ph 9 the error 

for a diffusely reflecting sample is 
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E = [1-z(.002,s)f f -.1on- .002,s .... 00391-.0112(1-.90)] J (ll?) 

l,-. 10[1-.oot,5-.cosr,1 .... 0112(1-:.9'b ... of99(1-.1c$J · 

E :a9813 

For• specular sample, r• O •. For Ps 111 0.95, 

i -= 0.9977 (138) 

. Summary of Error Analysis 

In the examples chosen for the determination of pos$:1ble error 

magnitude, the value of 0.70 was consistently chosen for the reflec= 

tance of the sphere wall. The reason behind this choice was the fact 

that the '-'ncortected reflectence of a smooth, quenched sulfur sample 

varied from 0.1317 to 0.612 over a wavelength range of 1..5. to,9.5 

microns •. Thu•» 0. 70 was chosen· as· a ,typical re flee tance :value . 

. Weith the ass~d value• Ust;d previously, the maximum error 

predicted by the analysis was =11.19% for diffuse samples and =11. 27% 

for specular samples. 'Xhe miniami error for di£ fuse and s·pecular 

aamples was predicted to be =l.53% and -0.75%~ respectively. A 

specular sample (freshly vac.uwn=coated aluminum) wastest~d in the 

sphere and the maximum variation in reflectance from reference 

values waa. =l.36t., which U.ee- within the predicted error limits. 

(Positive variations were attributable to lack of recorder resolu= 

tion.) 



·. CHAPTER. VI 

RESULTS.AND REC~NDATIONS 

The objective of this dissertation, as previously stated, was 

the construction and analysis of a long wavelength .integrating sphere 
; 

reflectometer. Previous chapters have described the construction 

and analysis. 'l'his chapter presents-views of the final instrument 

assembly, reflults obtained us;i.ng the instrument,. and.reconnnendations 

for improving the instrument. 

Instrument Assembly 

Figure (23). shows the opened s'phere, with the saµiple holder and 

detector in place. The hemisphere which a.ccomodates the detector, 

and through which the incident beam enters the sphere, is rigidly 

attached to the channel-iron base .. The other hemisphere is attached 

to one side of a 3 inch wide. hinge, the other side·of which is also 

rigidly fastened to the base •. With this arrangement, samples can 

be· inserted and withdrawn from the sphere without da.nger of disturbing 

the optical alignment of the sphere. . The preamplifier is shown in 

the.upper right corner of the figure. 

The entire reflectometer system, with the exception of the 

a.mpl:i.fier and recorder, a.re shown in Figure (24). The monochromator 

is shown in the center of the figure, and the globa.r is directly in 

front of the monochromotor. 



Figure 23. Integrating Sphere, Showing Sample 
Holder and Detector 

Figu re 24 . Refl ec tome t e r Sys tem 
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Figure 25a Figure 25b 

Fi gure 250 Figure 25d 

Figure 25. Surface Profiles of Sphere Coatings 
And Reference Sample 
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Reflectance of Selected Samples 

The total monochromatic directional reflectance,. as.defined in 

Chapter III, was measured for five different samples, Four of the 

samples are commonly regarded as diffuse reflectors,. one is a. 

specular reflec-tor. The diffusely reflecting group was composed of 

rough and smooth sample~ of quenched .sulfur, smooth flowers of 

sulfur~ and rough sodium chloride samples, . The specular sample 

was a first surfa.cemirror prepared by evaporating aluminum onto a. 

glass sample blank. 

The terms· 11 rough°' and "smooth", a.s applied to .. the diffusely 

reflecting materials, can be regarded only a.s qualitative in that 

no roughness measurements were made, . The· "rqugh" surfaces were 

the.unaltered surfaces which resulted.from the application of the 

material to the sample blank, the-roughness being a. function of the 

method of application, The usmoothv' surfaces were. the surf.a.ces which 

resulted from attempts to make the initial material coating as nearly 

like a specular surface as possib1e . 

. Since the method of application was different for ea.eh material, 

. it was to be expected that the roughness was different for each 

sample, This fact is ii'lustrated by Figures (25a), (25b), and (25c), 

. These figures show surface profiles obtained using a.:Zeiss light

section microscope with a magnification of 400, of a. rough quenched 

sulfur .(Crystex) sample, a. smooth Crystex sample, and a. smooth flowers 

of sulfur sample respectively .. Figure (25d) shows, for comparison 

purposes, a. 0.5 micron rms ro~ghness saw-toothed. sample. 
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Because of the difference in surface roughness, it is difficult 

to obtain a meaningful comparison of the reflectances of the different 

U,t~l"(l.!I w!tiell wre investigated, For tM same reason, comparison 

of data obtained from the instrument under consideration with tha.t 

· presented by other investigators is of doubtful utility, Thus» 

the figures presented: in this section :concerning reflectance •da,ta 

for different materials by different investigators.. a.re subject·;·· 

to this testrictidn. 

Figure (26) shows the uncorrected reflectance of the vacuum= 

coated alumirmm sample, The polar angle of incidence for these 

values was 20° and the azimuthal angle was approximately 5, 0 • All 

reflectance measurements discussed in this chapter were made with 

the same angles of incidence, Also shown are the reflectance values~ 

as presented \by Ben.nett~ et a.1, (40) ~ of a freshly evaporated aluminum 

film, Because of the high degree of control exercised over the 

coating and measuring procedures and because of the high quali::y of 

the materials used~ these values were chosen as reference values, 

As seen :Ln Figure (26), the measured i;ru:;moc.hro,:natic aluminum 

film differs from the reference values by a maximum of l, 36'7o, · with 

most values differing by less than LO%, The measured reflectance 

"'!.slues of 100% are attributable to . the fact that it was impossible 

to read recorder values smaller than 5'7'o at the longer wavelengths, 

In Chapter V~ it was shown that the ~rror in the measured reflectance 

of a specular surface could be as much ai. 11.27% or a:;; little 21s 0, 75%, 

Thus the reference curve serves as a rough check on the error analysis 9 

subject to the fact that different samples~ investigated under 

different conditions~ were compared, 
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·Also shown in Figure (26) is t:hemeasured monochromatic reflec~ 

tance of a smoothed sample of Crystex. These reflectance values were 

assumed equal to the·reflectance of the sphere wall coating. 

Figure (27) is a curve of maximum error, as a function of wall 

reflectance» for Crystex. This curire was derived by assuming that the 

reflectances of the Crystex sample and the sphere coating were equal. 

The sample holder was assumed to have a. reflectance of 0. 90 at all 

wavelengths. These error values were then applied to.uncorrected 

Crystex reflectance to arrive at the corrected values shown in 

Figure (26). 
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The monochromatic reflectance values of smooth·Crystex,. rough 

Cryst.ex, and smooth flowers of sulfur samples are shown in Figure 

(28). These-values tend to explain the findings_given inChapter 

IV that the average reflectance of the smooth Crystex coating was 
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greater than that of the rough Crystex coating which, in turn~ was 

greater than that of the smooth flowers of sulfur coating. 

Figure (29) shows the measuredll uncorrected reflectance of 

smooth flowers of sulfur sample. Also shown are the uncorrected and 

corrected data for flowers of sulfur~ as presented byKronsteinll 

et al. (35). The smooth sample wa.s chosen for comp1.rison with 

Kronstein us sample because the latter sample· was· prep.a.red by pressing 

the sulfur into a tioatll a process which probably produced a rela= 

tively smooth sample. 

The data. presented by Kronstein was obtained.using a Coblenz 

hemisphere reflectometer. In an attempt to account for the error 

involved in this type of instrument, Kronstein derived correction 

factors- for diffusely reflecting surfaces by measuring the reflec= 

tance of flowers of sulfur relative to magnesium oxide to determine 

the absolute reflectance of the sulfur sample. The average ratio of 

the calculated absolute reflectance to the measured absolute·re= 

flectance, 1.8, was assumed the ap_propriate cor_rection factor and 

was applied to all measured values beyond the 2.45 micron limit 

of appreciable magnesium oxide reflectance .. It was in this manner 

that the corrected curve data was obtained. It is interesting to 

note that the maximum correction factor for specular surfaces, deter= 

mined by comparing the measured reflectance of a rhodium mirror to 

the known reflectance,. was 1.07. 

The results of the measurements made.with the reflectometer 

under consideration indicate that, of the materials considered, the 

proper sphere coating material was chosen. They also indicate that 
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total directional monochromatic reflectance values can be deter= 

mined whose error may be greater than 10% or le:s.s than one· per cent~ 

the size of the er-i:or depending upon the reflectance and specularity 

of the sample., 

Recommendations for Instrument Improvement 

A reflectometer of the type being considered ca.n be improved, 

in the final analysis, in only two ways. The range may be extended 

and the accuracy improved. However, as previously p.ointed out, 
•· . ' . . - :..;, ~- ;· ". 

these two parameters are intimately related and a.ny improvements•in 

one will often improve the othero 

Because the magnitude of the error involved in the reflectance 

measurements is an inverse function of the sphere wall reflectance, 

the accuracy of the instrument under consideration could be increased 

by increasing the coating reflectance. It was shown qualitatively 

in Chapters IV and VI that the reflectance of quenched sulfur is a 

function of the surface roughness. For this reason, it is recommended 

that a procedure be developed for applying the quenched sulfur coating 

in a manner such that the resulting surface finish is as smooth as 

possible. The degree of "smoothnessn is, of course, subject to the 

restriction that the coating reflect in a diffuse manner at all wave-

lengths of interest .. This procedure would involve a coating 

technique, a smoothing procedure, a method for determining specu-

larity, and possibly a technique for measuring the roughness of 

the coating. 

Any increase in sphere wall reflectancewill:1 as noted previously, 

increase the efficiency of the sphere. This, in turn, will increase 
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the range of the· instrument. Thus the reconnnenda.tion for the ap

plication of smooth, diffuse walls encompasses improvement in both 

the range and accuracy of the integrating sphere reflectometer. 

A logica.l extension of the idea of smooth sphere walls seemed 

to be the utilization of specular walls. This of course violates 

the basic theory of the integrating sphere •. It was reasoned, how

ever, that a specular sphere wall would reflect diffusely if it was 

diffusely irradiated. That is, a portion of the sphere wall could 

be a specular reflector, without violating the basic integrating 

sphere premise, as long as it was diffusely, and only diffusely, 

irradiated. 

A test was conducted to determine the effect of a high reflec

tance, specularly reflecting sphere coating. A smooth glass.hemi

sphere having a diameter of 4 inches, was vacuum-coated with an alumi

num film. This specular hemisphere which was fitted with detector 

and the entrance opening, as described in Chapter·IV, was arranged 

such that the entering beam was always incident on the wall of the 

Crystex-coated hemisphere .. Signals resulting from this arrangement 

were compared with those resulting·when the aluminum-coated hemi

sphere was replaced by a smoothed Crystex-coated hemisphere, all 

other test conditions having remained the same. The results, as 

shown in Figure (30), indicate that the sphere·wall reflectance for 

the diffuse-specular combination is almost twice.that of the·diffuse

diffuse hemisphere combination. 

It appears, then, that the range of the integrating sphere 

reflectometer might be improved by combining a specularly reflect

ing hemisphere with a diffusely reflecting hemisphere. The effect 
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of the specular portion upon the accuracy of the,measurements would 

have to be determined, although no extreme errors should occur if 

the specular hemisphere received only diffusely reflected energy. 

As noted previously, the ra.nge of the integrating sphere r~

flectometer, for a given coating, geometry, and. detecto.r, is limit

ed by the amount of energy available for detection •. Conversely, 

for a given coati.ng, geometry, and source, the range is- limited.. by 

the sensitivity of the detector • 

. A higher temperature bl.ackbody source appears to offer little 

hope of significantly improving the·range of the instrument under 

consideration .. ';['he globa.r operates at approximately 2500°R ... !i.. 

carbon arc system may operate·at te~peratures as high as 6000°R, 

but th~ configuration of the·rods causes the source area to be so 

small that the energy presented for detection is less than that 

produced by the globar. A tungsten element can be operated at higher 

tempera.tures than the globar, but must be protected by some type 

of envelope tha.t reduces the intensity of the source beam. 

The development of long wavelength lasers does offer some hope 

of range improvement. However, since the lasers developed to date 

are- not continously emitting devices, provision of laser sources at 

all wavelengths of interest would be prohibitively expensive .. A 

more logical. procedure·would be the selection of several long wave

lengths which might be considered as 11representative" •. A small 

number of lasers, each of which could be adapted to more than one 

wavelength, could be.used to provide a monochromatic .source cor

responding to the·"representative" wavelengths. These could be 

used, in conjunction with the globar, to produce continuous 
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\ 
reflectancJ measurements up to the wavelength limit i~posed by the 

11 j, 

. globar a.nd selected re.fleets.nee values. a.t longer wavelengths. 

There are available a.t present gas-filled bolometers. which 

a.re much more sensitive than the Reeder thermocouple used in this 

investigation. Better amplifiers are also availa.ble •. The a.cquis-

tion of either would undoubtedly increase the·range of the·instru~ 

ment under consideration, the magnitude of the -increa.se depending 

upon the detector or a.mplifier selected. 

Thus' .instrument i:mprovement may. be achieved' by the use of 

smooth, diffuse sphere walls, a diffuse-specula.r sphere, laser sources, 

a better detector, and a better amplifier. The·first two items 

involve experimental programs,. while the last three involve ex-

· penditures for equipment. 
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APPENDIX A 

STATEMENT OF RECIPROCITY 

The principle of reciprocity was formulated by Helmholz 

and presented in his book, . Physiological Optics. He stated the 

principle as follows : 

Suppos~ light proceeds by any path whatever from a point A 
to another point B, undergoing any number of reflections or 
refractions enroute . Consider a pair of rec t angular planes 
a1 and aa whose line of intersection is along the initial 
path of the ray at A; and another pair of rec tangular planes 
b1 and~ intersecting along the path of the ray when it comes 
to B; The components of the vibrations of the other particles 
in these two pairs of planes may be imagined • . Now suppose t hat 
a certain amount of light J l eaving the point A in the given 
direction is polari zed in the plane a1 , and that of this light 
the amount K arrives at the point B polarized in the plane 
b1 ; then it can be proved that , when the light returns over 
the same path , and the quantity of light J po l ari zed in the 
plane 1b1 proceeds from the point B, the amount of this light 
that arrives at the point A polari zed in the plane a1 will 
be e~ual to K. (1) 

Figure A-1 • . Irradiation of, and Reflection from, Surface 0 
by Monochromatic P6lariz ed Light Ray 
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Southall, who transl~ted Helmholz 1 work, saiq of Helmholz' 

statement: 

Apparently the above proposition is true no matter what happens 
to the light in theway of single or double refraction, re
flection , absorption , ordinary dispersion, and diffraction, 
provided there is no change of its refrangibility, and provided 
it does not traverse any magnetic medium that affects the 
position of the plane of polarization, as Faraday found to be 
the case. ( 1 ) 

McNicholas translated Helmholz' statement of the principle 

in the following manner: 

. The loss in flux density which an infinitely narrow bundle of 
rays of definite wavelength and state of polarization under
goes on its path through any medium by reflection, refraction , 
absorption, and scattering is exactly equal to the loss in 
flux density suffered by a bundle of the same wavelength and 
polarization pursuing an exactly opposite path. (18) 

McNicholas translation, as applied to reflectance studies, 

tan be illustrated as follows: Consider surface O, Figure (A-2), 

from which emanate two small solid angles w1 and U>;a. At point 

A, monochromatic energy in the amount J is directed upon surface 

0 through W1 and energy is reflected through W;a to point B where 

the amount of monochromatic energy is K. If the direction of the 

energy could be exactly reversed , and J monochromatic energy directed 

upon the s4rface from B, the amount of energy measured at A would 

equal K. This amounts to saying that the bundles of energy are 

reversible with regard to both direction and angular flux density. 



Figure A-2. Irra.dia.tion of, a.nd Reflection from, Surfa.ce 0 
Through Sma.11 Solid Angles w1 a.nd Wa 
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APPENDIX B 

APPROXIMATION .OF.NUMERA';rOROF EQUATION (68) 
BY THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE 

s s Sin8d r r,8 d = 0 

20.0 20.0 0.0 

19.5 20.0 .1736 

19.0 20.0 .3420 

17.0 20.0 .5000 

15.0 20.0 .6428 

12.5 20.0 ,7660 

9.0 20.0 .8660 

3.0 20.0 .9397 

0.0 20.0 .9848 

0.0 20.0 1.000 

h = (100) G;o) 
J8d=TT/2 

. (lOTTJ Sr/sr,ed=Osin8dd8d = 180 (2.4124) 
8 =O 

d 
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s Sin a r 
s 
r,ed 0 

o.o 

.1694 

.3250 

.4250 

.4830 

.4790 

.3900 

.1410 

0.0 

0.0 
2.4124 

.4240 



APPENDIX C 

THEORETICAL CALIBRATION OF MONOCHROMATOR 

Since the wavelength of the energy delivered at the exit slit 

of the monochromator is controlled by the wavelength drive micrometer 

drum setting, it is necessary to calibrate the monochromator so that 

the wavelength indicated by any drum setting is known. This cal 

ibra.tion can be evaluated the0retically through the known . properties 

of the prism and the wavelength drive mechanism. 

The theoretical evaluation requires the development of an 

expression for the wavelength A, as a function of the number of 

wavelength drive turns . This can be accomplished indirectly by 

relating the wave l ength to the angular rotation of theLittrow 

mirror and by knowing the relationship of the Litt.row mirror to the 

wavelength drive. For thePerkin-Elmer Model 99 Double Pass Mono

chromator , the wave l ength micrometer drum, which is attached to the 

wavelength drive screw and which controls the rotation of the Litt.row 

mirror, requires on turn for a Littrow mirror arc change of 1610 

seconds . The indirect development mentioned above, then, can be 

accomplished by expressing A as a function of ej where 9 is the 

angular rotation of the Lit t.row mirror. 

This relationship may be obtained by integrating the expression , 

dA/d9 = f1(A). The derivative may be expressed as 
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(C-1) 

where · N is the index of refraction of the prism material. However, 

since the inverse of each derivative on the right side ofEquation 

(C-1) is obtainable directly, and since the end results are identical, 

a more convenient expr ess i on is 

- de dN - JNdI 
,(C-2) 

Then , 

(C-3) 

I . 

Using the values of d9/dN and dN/dA presented by Streiff and 

Ferrisco .(40) , :Ez_(~) was evaluated at 0 . 5 micron intervals from 

A= 0.5 to 12.0 microns . The zero angle of rotation was chosen to 

correspond to a wavelength of 0.5 microns. A point by point evaluat}on 

of the two integrals, at 0 . 5 micron intervals, yielded Figure (C-1), 

which is a curve of number of wavelength drum turns , . l' , versus 

wavelength, A, The data used in arriving at this curve is given 

i n Table C- 1. 

Figure (C- 2) is an expanded view of ·the wavelength drum turn 

versus wavelength curve from 0. 5 to 2. 0 microns . . The dashed line 

represents the location of the Hg green line (0.5461 microns) . The 

intersection of the green line and the curve establishes the re-

lationship between the calibration curve and the wavelength drum 

setting. That is, the wavelength micrometer drum was set manually 
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such that the green line appeared.at the exit slit when the drum 

setting was 2460. By correlating this point with the corresponding 

point on the T-A. curve, the wavelength at any other drum setting 

can.be determined. The scale on the right side of the T-A. curve 

indicates micrometer drum. settings. 
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TABLE C-1 

,._ d9/dN dN/dA (d9 /dN) (dN/dA) T 

.5 1.585 .1150 .1823 0 

1.0 1. 555 .0142 .0221 6.547 

. 1. 5 1.550 .0050 . 00775 7.504 

2.0 1.550 .0028 .00434 7.879 

2.5 1.545 .0024 .00371 8.148 

3.0 1.545 .0023 .00355 8.379 

3.5 1. 535 .0024 .00368 8.610 

4.0 1.535 .0026 .00399 8.853 

4.5 1.535 .0028 .00430 9.122 

5,0 1. 535 .0031 · .00476 9.404 

5.5 1.535 .0034 .00522 9.724 

6.0 1.530 .0038 .00581 10.083 

6.5 1.530 .0040 .00612 10.467 

7.0 1.530 .0043 .00658 10.864 

7.5 1. 525 .0047 . 00717 11. 313 

. 8. 0 1. 525 .0050 .00760 11.787 

8.5 1. 525 .0054 .00824 12.287 

9.0 1.520 .0057 .00866 12.837 

9.5 1. 515 .0061 .00924 13.401 

10.0 1. 510 .0065 .00982 14.016 

10.5 1. sos .0068 .01023 14,657 

11.0 1.500 .0072 .01080 15.336 

11. 5 1.495 .0076 . 01136 16.040 

12.0 · 1.490 .0080 .01192 16 .783 
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APPENDIX D 

EXPERI?1ENTAL DATA USED IN CHAPTER VI 

Wqve- Monochromatic Reflectance 
length, Aluminum Smooth Rough Smooth 
microns Film Crystex Crystex Sulfur Flowers 

1.5 .954 . 777 .746 .693 

2.6 0 962 0817 0809 0734 

3.3 0 960 .811 0784 .730 

3o5 0 962 0800 0780 . 726 

308 .975 0750 .700 .700 

4o2 0975 0738 .673 0673 

4.6 0970 0 726 0665 .605 

4.9 0980 .641 .604 .453 

5.5 .980 .678 .641 .604 

6.15 0981 .643 .571 .606 

. 6. 55 0970 0638 .555 .582 

7.15 .980 .666 .588 .588 

7.60 .975 ,666 .564 .564 

8.00 1.00 .625 .584 .541 

8.60 1. 00 .. 612 .556 .584 

9.10 1. 00 .624 .582 .582 

9.55 1.00 .650 .600 .600 
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TABLE: D=I 

"' 
.:-~··: 

Wave- S1 Sa Ratio 
length, (Detector Signal (Detector Signal 
microns for Smooth Crystex= for Smooth Crystex- . Sa/S1 

·Specular Sphere) Smooth Crystex Sphere) 

LS . 51.00 77. 75 .656 

2.6 29.00 43,00 .674 

3.8 41. 75 64.50 .646 

4.6 21.00 34.50 .609 

5.5 53.25 94.00 .566 

6.55 29,00 53,50 .542 

7.60 15,50 28.50 .544 

8.60 9.25 17.50 .529 

9.50 7 .o 12.50 .560 
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